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This dissertation presents the foundations for building a scalable database man-

agement system for managing uncertain data, as it appears in different data

management scenarios such as data integration, data cleaning, scientific data

and web data management. The result of this work is MayBMS - a scalable

open-source database management system for managing large amounts of un-

certain data. MayBMS uses the so-called U-relational databases to represent un-

certainty. U-relational databases store uncertainty and correlations in a purely

relational way, and are a complete representation system for finite world sets.

Other benefits achieved by our representation model include compact stor-

age and efficient query evaluation. The results of our experimental evaluation

clearly show that query evaluation in MayBMS scales up to large data sizes

and uncertainty ratios, and that MayBMS consistently outperforms other cur-

rent systems for managing uncertain data. The dissertation also discusses opti-

mization of queries on vertically partitioned data, efficient confidence compu-

tation algorithms, and challenges and solutions when designing an application

programming interface for uncertain databases.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Uncertain data is ubiquitous in many real life application. Scientific data,

web data extraction, data cleaning and warehousing, census and other forms of

surveys are just a few examples of scenarios where data volumes are high and

uncertainty is the rule rather than an exception. Despite this fact, until recently

researchers and companies in these areas had one of the two choices. Either

they rely on the extremely limited support for uncertainty in existing database

management systems (which typically does not go beyond null values built in

the DBMS), or had to build their own custom solutions for representing and

managing uncertainty. This includes designing a custom format for represent-

ing uncertainty and implementing their own query language and access meth-

ods which are often ad-hoc with no clean semantics, and in addition were not

transferable between companies or organizations. This very much resembles

the situation of 40 years ago before the appearance of the first database man-

agement systems. In those years data was stored in custom file formats and

processed using propriety programs. Then the relational databases of Codd

came along and saved the day. They included well defined model of represent-

ing data, which allowed abstracting the logical level of representing data from

the physical storage details, and made possible to specify queries in a declara-

tive query language that allowed developers to define the result they want to

obtain from the database and leave the execution and access path selection to

the query optimizer. Benefits in terms of code reuse and query optimization

were tremendous.

The goal of this dissertation is to provide the foundations for a general-
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Figure 1.1: Credit card offers mailed to the same person.

purpose uncertainty database management system that will allow users to store

data containing uncertainty independent of its domain, much like relational

databases allowed for storing and processing structured data in a uniform way.

This is a multi-faceted problem requiring solutions for different subproblems

including:

• Representation model

• Well defined query language and application programming interface

• Efficient query evaluation and optimization techniques

This dissertation touches on all of these problems and provides in-depth so-

lutions for all of them.

Before we go into the particular details of the techniques proposed in this

work, let us look at some examples that motivate the need to manage uncer-

tainty in practice.

Example 1.1. Consider Figure 1.1. It shows parts of two scanned letters offer-

ing credit card deals from the same bank, which the author of this dissertation

received on the very same day. Except for the address box, the two letters were

identical. What seems to have happened is that the credit card company re-

ceived information about this person from two different sources that disagreed

on the exact name of the person, details of the address line and the precise zip

3



Cust FName MI LName AddrId
Lyublena {R, NULL} Antova a1

Addr Id Street Apt City State Zip Add on
a1 934 Stewart Ave. {5,NULL} Ithaca NY 14850 {2176, 2154}

Figure 1.2: Or-set relations for the address entries of Figure 1.1

code. Because of the dirty data, the same message was mailed twice to the same

receiver. The potential customers information can be cleaned and stored in a

probabilistic database. For example, using or-set notation we can represent the

deduplicated data of Figure 1.1 as the database of Figure 1.2. The or-sets contain

the possible values for the respective fields, and are assumed to be independent

of each other. For example the customer’s middle initial is reported to be R, but

can be missing as well, and the zip code add-on is either 2176 or 2154. Even

though the data is uncertain, the credit company can still query the data and

even get certain results in some cases. For example the query

select FName, LName, Street, City, Zip

from Cust c, Addr a

where c.AddId = Id;

will return the same result in each possible world, independent of what the

values for MI, Apt and Add on are. Alternatively, a query can be written which

asks for the most likely address line for each person. �

Example 1.2. Figure 1.3 demonstrates some challenges that arise when extract-

ing information from the web. The Figure shows search results for used cars

obtained on the website thecarconnection.com. Notice that the first two results

are very likely to refer to the same car. They come from different sources and

4



Figure 1.3: Search results for used cars

differ in the car mileage and color properties, but apart from that the entries

are identical. A duplicate identification algorithm that uses similarity measures

and other technique can detect that the entities are the same, and an uncertain

database management system can be used to store the possible values and pro-

vide querying capabilities until the true values are resolved. �

Example 1.3. Figure 1.4 shows a protein-protein interaction network. Each node

in the network is a protein, and a link between two nodes indicates the two

proteins interact. Typically interactions are not certain but are quantified with

a probability, and there can be constraints such as two proteins interact only

when a third one is present. This network can be seen as representing a set of

possible instances, where in each one of them all interactions are resolved and

two proteins either interact with 100% certainty or do not interact at all. In such

scenarios researchers typically want to find and predict patterns of interactions,

5



Figure 1.4: Protein-protein interaction network

such as what is the probability that two proteins interact when certain condi-

tions hold or what are the most likely groups of proteins that interact at a given

point in time. Using probabilistic database techniques, we can answer those

questions by evaluating the respective pattern query in each possible world,

and then aggregating over all worlds to compute the likelihood of the desired

pattern. �

Scenarios like the ones above require the support of uncertainty in databases.

A widely accepted approach to managing in certainty is designing a represen-

tation system for storing sets of possible worlds, where one of them is the true

world but it is not clear which one. In addition, some systems support defining

probability distributions on the world-set which quantifies the likelihood that a

world is the true one. For a representation system to be useful in practice the

following properties are desirable:
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• Compactness. It should be able to store compactly large sets of possible

worlds.

• Expressiveness. It should allow for expressing different correlations that

exist in the data or arise as result of querying. In particular, the represen-

tation system should be closed under querying: query results should be

representable in the same formalism for at least standard query languages

such as relational algebra.

• Efficient query evaluation. It should support efficient techniques for eval-

uating queries directly on the representation. Typically, there is a conflict

between the succinctness and expressiveness of the representation system,

and the efficiency of evaluating interesting queries on top of it.

• Ease of use. The representation system should be easy to implement and

deploy by developers and researchers.

This work introduces U-relational databases, a space efficient formalism for

managing uncertain information. We will introduce U-relations with the fol-

lowing example.

Example 1.4. Let us consider a modification of the example of Figure 1.1. Sup-

pose the credit card company stores information about three individuals, Lilly

An, Mimi Pan, and Ron Wang where again some details about the three persons

are conflicting. The following information is known:

• It is known that Lilly’s middle initial is either ’R’ or non-existent.

• Mimi’s middle initial is either ’D’ or ’O’ (perhaps due to errors in the OCR

process).

• Ron’s middle initial is either ’P’ or ’Q’.

7



U1 TR FN LN
t1 Lilly An
t2 Mimi Pan
t3 Ron Wang

U2 TR Street City State D
t1 Stewart Ithaca NY
t2 Stewart Ithaca NY
t3 Aurora Ithaca NY w 7→ 1
t3 El Camino Mountain View CA w 7→ 2

U3 TR MI D
t1 R x 7→ 1
t1 NULL x 7→ 2
t2 D y 7→ 1
t2 O y 7→ 2
t3 P v 7→ 1
t3 Q v 7→ 2

U4 TR Apt D
t1 5 z 7→ 1
t1 6 z 7→ 2
t2 5 z 7→ 1
t2 6 z 7→ 2
t3 10

U5 TR Zip D
t1 14850-2176 z 7→ 1
t1 14850-2154 z 7→ 2
t2 14850-2176 z 7→ 1
t2 14850-2154 z 7→ 2
t3 14850-1234 w 7→ 1
t3 94040-0178 w 7→ 2

W Var Rng Pr
x 1 0.9
x 2 0.1
y 1 0.5
y 2 0.5
z 1 0.6
z 2 0.4
v 1 0.8
v 2 0.2
w 1 0.3
w 2 0.7

Figure 1.5: Representing deduplicated customer data using U-relational
databases.

• Ron lives in either Mountain View, CA, or Ithaca, NY.

• The apartment number for both Lilly and Mimi is 5 or 6.

• Lilly and Mimi are roommates, so they share the same address line.

• There is a functional dependency {S treet, Apt,City, S tate} → Zip.

Suppose the database schema contains a single relation R(FN, MI, LN, Street,

Apt, City, State, Zip). We model this scenario using the U-relational database

of Figure 1.5. We use vertical partitioning (cf. e.g. [13, 64]) to achieve attribute-

level uncertainty, and have partitioned R’s attributes into five partitions. Par-

titions U2,U3,U4 and U5 contain the attributes that have multiple possible val-

ues. To encode uncertainty we use five variables x, y, z, v,w, each of which takes

8



R FN MI LN Street Apt City State Zip
t1 Lilly R An Stewart 5 Ithaca NY 14850-2176
t2 Mimi D Pan Stewart 5 Ithaca NY 14850-2176
t3 Ron Q Wang El Camino 5 Mountain View CA 94040-0178

Figure 1.6: Possible world for the valuation θ = {x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2, z 7→ 1, v 7→
2,w 7→ 2} in the U-relational database of Figure 1.5.

two possible values independently of the other four. The domain values for

each variable and the corresponding probability distribution are given in the so

called world-table W in Figure 1.5. All U-relations except for U1 have an ad-

ditional condition column D, the so-called world-set descriptor which encodes in

which worlds the tuples exists in the database. To obtain a possible world, we

choose a valuation θ mapping each variable to a value from its domain, and se-

lect the tuples from the U-relations whose world-set descriptors are consistent

with θ. For example for the valuation θ = {x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2, z 7→ 1, v 7→ 2,w 7→ 2} we

obtain the possible world in Figure 1.6. The probability of the possible world is

0.9 · 0.5 · 0.6 · 0.2 · 0.7 = 0.0378, corresponding to the product of the probabilities

of the chosen variable values. Note that while the variables are independent,

we can correlate values of different fields, even across tuples and relations by

reusing the same variable in different world-set descriptors. For example, we

have used the same variable z to represent the fact that Lilly and Mimi live

together, and their apartment numbers must match, and that the address deter-

mines the zip code. As we shall see later in Chapter 4, we can build world-set

descriptors of multiple (var, rng) pairs, which is crucial for the succinctness of

the formalism. �

An important strength of U-relational databases is the use of vertical par-

titioning. Vertical partitioning is shown to bring performance advantages in

managing data in different domains such as data warehousing applications [64],

9



RDF graph data [1], etc. Some of the benefits include opportunities for com-

pressing representation, and optimized query performance due to increased

read throughput and late materialization.

Most of these advantages carry over to probabilistic databases as well. In

addition, there are new opportunities for storage compression by exploiting in-

dependence between attribute values. As a simple example, consider a relation

with one tuple over m attributes where each attribute has 2 possible values, and

attributes are independent of each other (that is, an or-set relation). A tuple-

level representation will require storing 2m possible tuples, while by vertically

decomposing the relation one can represent the same set of possible worlds us-

ing only O(2 ∗ m) space.

An important component when designing systems for managing uncertain

data is the ability to write database application programs that access and update

data through an application programming interface (API). Most current systems

are either limited to providing only batch execution of SQL-like queries on the

uncertain database with no user interaction, or have a representation-dependent

programming model that requires knowledge of system-specific implementa-

tion details.

Traditional database management systems abstract away the physical details

of how the data is stored. External applications interact with the database by

formulating queries and updates on the logical schema, which are then translated

into operations on the physical storage structures on disk. Figure 1.7 shows

an architecture of a traditional DBMS, and one of a DBMS for uncertain data.

Compared to traditional DBMSs, systems for managing uncertain data need to

deal with two additional levels of abstraction, the representation system and the

10



(a) Traditional DBMS (b) DBMS for uncertain data

Figure 1.7: Levels of abstraction provided by a DBMS.

possible worlds model.

To demonstrate some of the challenges of designing an API for uncertain

databases, consider the following example (essentially from [14]). Figure 1.8

shows an example of a police database containing reports on stolen cars. Due

to conflicting or missing information, several instances are possible, as shown

in the figure. An application that manages such data should provide users with

the ability to update or insert new evidence regarding observed objects, execute

queries, or apply expert knowledge to resolve inconsistency.

The program in Figure 1.9 allows to enter new evidence about a stolen car. In

case the car already exists in the database, and the information about it matches

the user’s input, the program increments the number of witnesses; otherwise a

new entry is inserted into the database.

The program makes sense in the case of certain databases and is straightfor-

ward to execute. What is different in the presence of uncertainty? Consider the

11



Cars1 num color loc wit

1 S87 red MN 1

2 M34 blue PA 1

Current entry: S87 red MN

New location and color:

Cars1 num color loc wit

1 S87 red MN 2

2 M34 blue PA 1

Cars2 num color loc wit

1 S87 red TX 1

2 M34 blue MD 1

Current entry: S87 red TX

New location and color:

Cars2 num color loc wit

1 S87 red TX 1

2 M34 blue MD 1

3 S87 red MN 1

Cars3 num color loc wit

1 B87 red TX 1

2 M34 blue PA 1

No entry found for S87

Enter location and color:

Cars3 num color loc wit

1 B87 red TX 1

2 M34 blue PA 1

3 S87 red MN 1

Cars4 num color loc wit

1 B87 red TX 1

2 M34 blue MD 1

No entry found for S87

Enter location and color:

Cars4 num color loc wit

1 B87 red TX 1

2 M34 blue MD 1

3 S87 red MN 1

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.8: Executing programs on uncertain databases: (a) set of possible
worlds reporting information on stolen cars; (b) output of the
program in each of the worlds of (a); (c) result of running the
program on the world-set of (a).

world-set in Figure 1.8 (a). The four worlds differ in the license plate number

specified for car 1, and the reported location for cars 1 and 2. If the user enters

S87 for the license plate number, in worlds 1 and 2 the car already exists in the

database, so its entry will be shown to the user. In worlds 3 and 4 the car is

not found and the user will receive a message reporting that. As shown in Fig-

ure 1.8 (b), there are three different outputs for the four worlds of Figure 1.8 (a),

and the meaning of the expected input is also different. Figure 1.8 (c) shows the

outcome of the program on each of the worlds if the user specifies S57, MN, red

as input in each of the worlds. In world 1 the witness count for S57 is increased

to 2, and in the remaining worlds a new tuple is added to the database.

Clearly, we cannot expect users to supply input for each world individually,

or to deal with different output produced in each of the worlds. Such programs

are not only unintuitive to the user: they are also infeasible to implement as in

12



read("Enter license plate:", $x);
if (exists select * from cars where num=$x){
// modify existing entry

for($t in select * from cars where num=$x){
write("Current entry: $t");
read("New location and color:", $loc,$color);
if (exists select * from cars where num=$x

and loc=$loc and color=$color)
update cars set wit=wit+1
where num=$x and loc=$loc and color=$color;

else
insert into cars values($x,$loc,$color,1);

}
}
else { // entry does not exist

write("No entry found for $x");
read("Enter location and color:", $loc, $color);
insert into cars values($x,$loc,$color,1);

}

Figure 1.9: Program for inserting new evidence into a stolen cars database.

practice the number of possible worlds can be prohibitively large. One solution

to this problem is to introduce an intermediate level between the database and

the user that verifies that the messages (output and input) that are passed be-

tween the database and the user are the same in all worlds, and collapses those

into one. This has the advantage of hiding the uncertain nature of the data from

the users, allowing them to work with the database as if it were complete. We

say that in this case the program is observationally deterministic. A second ap-

proach is to only allow programs that are guaranteed to have the same behavior

on all worlds, and to verify observational determinism in a static manner. For

example, the above program can be modified to first request all evidence infor-

mation, and then carry out the update in each of the worlds by either updating

existing tuples or inserting new ones, without disclosing this different behavior

to the user.
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The second major challenge in API development for uncertain databases is

to map programs that are conceptually executed on each world individually

into programs on the representation. In this work we show how to do this effi-

ciently for queries on the representation model we use, U-relational databases.

Programs are more complex as they provide richer structure such as updates,

looping and branching constructs and the flow of execution can be different in

each world. We take the approach of first pushing as much of the program

code as possible into (set-at-a-time) queries and updates, which we then map to

queries and updates on representations.

1.1 Contributions and outline

This thesis defines and studies U-relational databases, an efficient formalism for

managing probabilistic data. U-relations have the following properties:

• Expressiveness: U-relations are complete for finite sets of possible worlds,

that is, they allow for the representation of any finite world-set. This also

means that results of any relational algebra query on top of a U-relational

database can be represented in U-relational form.

• Succinctness: U-relations represent uncertainty on the attribute level.

Even though they allow for more efficient query evaluation, U-relations

are, as we show, exponentially more succinct than other representation

systems such as Trio’s ULDBs [14] and WSDs [12], the representation sys-

tem used in the first version of MayBMS. That is, there are (relevant)

world-sets that necessarily take exponentially more space to represent by

ULDBs or WSDs than by U-relations.
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• Leveraging RDBMS technology: U-relations allow for a large class of

queries (positive relational algebra extended by the operation “possible”)

to be processed using relational algebra only, and thus efficiently in the size

of the data. Our approach is the first so far to achieve this for the above-

named query language. Indeed, this not only settles that there is a succinct

and complete attribute-level representation for which the so-called tuple Q-

possibility problem for positive relational algebra is in polynomial time

(previously open [11]) but puts a rich body of research results and tech-

nology at our disposal for building uncertain database systems.

This makes U-relations the most efficient and scalable approach to man-

aging uncertain databases to date.

• Parsimonious translation: The translation from relational algebra expres-

sions on the logical schema level to query plans on the physical representa-

tions replaces a selection by a selection, a projection by a projection, a join

by a join (however, with a more intricate join condition), and a “possible”

operation by a projection. We have observed that state-of-the-art RDBMS

do well at finding efficient query plans for such physical-level queries.

Ease of use: A main strength of U-relations is their simplicity and low “cost of

ownership”:

• The representation system is purely relational and in close analogy with

relational representation schemes for vertically decomposed data. Apart

from the column store relations that represent the actual data, there is only

a single auxiliary relation W (which we need for computing certain an-

swers, but not for possible answers).
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• Query evaluation can be fully expressed in relational algebra. The transla-

tion is quite simple and can even be done by hand, at least for moderately-

sized queries.

• The query plans obtained by our translation scheme are usually handled

well by the query optimizers of off-the-shelf relational DBMS, so the im-

plementation of special operators and optimizer extensions is not strictly

needed for acceptable performance.

In terms of designing an API for uncertain databases, in this work we present

novel techniques for database programming on uncertain databases. To this

end, the contributions are:

• Updates. Updating uncertain databases presents a challenge as often a

compressed representation is used that stores a single copy of a tuple ap-

pearing in multiple worlds. Updates can require decompressing the rep-

resentation to allow changing a tuple in some worlds only. We discuss

techniques for implementing updates on several representation systems,

such as U-relations. Our techniques preserve compactness of the repre-

sentation despite the need for decompression.

• Programming model. We describe a programming model for developing

applications for uncertain databases where users can interactively execute

queries and updates on the database and process the results in a high-level

language. Our model is independent of the underlying representation.

For that we adopt the possible worlds semantics. Conceptually, programs

run on all worlds in parallel.

• Observational determinism. We study a class of programs whose behav-

ior on uncertain databases is indistinguishable to the user from that on
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complete/certain databases, without restricting the way programs behave

in the background where no user interaction occurs. We call such pro-

grams observationally deterministic and argue that this property is cru-

cial if we want to design efficient programs for uncertain databases with

intuitive user-friendly interfaces. We also devise an efficient algorithm for

deciding statically whether a program satisfies observational determinism.

The underlying idea consists of examining the output sent to the user in

terms of the query that produces it and checking whether the query can

return uncertain results. As a side effect we obtain an efficient heuristic for

deciding tuple q-certainty, i.e. whether a tuple is certain in the answer to

a query. The heuristic involves positive relational algebra operators only,

which are often efficiently implementable on succinct representations.

• Optimizing database programs. Avoiding iteration over the possible

worlds is crucial for achieving efficient execution. For that we need to

map programs with update operations into ones that execute in bulk on all

worlds. However, it is not clear how to deal with branching and for-loops

in the programs, as the control flow can be very different in each world.

For that we provide rewrite rules that map nested update programs into

sequences of simple update programs that execute on all worlds. These

results, while important in the context of uncertain databases, are relevant

also in the case of certain databases.

The rest of the dissertation is split into three main parts. The first one pro-

poses a model called U-relational databases for representing sets of possible

worlds, and studies its properties, as well as efficient query evaluation and op-

timization techniques on top of them. The second part discusses challenges

when designing and implementing APIs for probabilistic databases and pro-
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poses solutions for optimizing programs on top of probabilistic databases. In

the last part of the thesis we present the MayBMS probabilistic database man-

agement system. We discuss its implementation inside the open-source DBMS

PostgreSQL, including data structures and query language. We also discuss

how applications can be built on top of MayBMS, and present a web-based

application that uses MayBMS as backend and provides an interface for ana-

lyzing social networks and random graphs. We start by discussing necessary

definitions used throughout the dissertation in Chapter 2, and related work in

Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES

We use the named relational model with the operations attribute renaming

ρ, selection σ, projection π, product ×, union ∪, and difference −. A database

schema is a tuple (R1[U1], . . . ,Rm[Um]) where each Ri is a relation name, and Ui =

{Ai,1, . . . , Ai,mi} is a set of attributes names. We will denote by sch(Ri) the set of

attributes of Ri. A relation over schema Ri[Ui] is a set of tuples (Ai,1 : ai,1, . . . , Ai,mi :

ai,mi) where ai, j are domain values. A database A over schema Σ is a structure

(RA1 , . . . ,R
A
m ), where RAi is a relation over schema Ri[Ui]. A (finite) set of possible

worlds over schema Σ is a set of databasesA1, . . . ,An over schema Σ.

A probabilistic database for a world-set over schema Σ is a pair (W, rep)

where W is a database, rep is a function that maps W to a world-set A over Σ

and a probability distribution over the instances in A.

Let Q be a query in relational algebra, and A be a world-set over schema

Σ = (R1[U1], . . . ,Rm[Um]). The result of Q evaluated on A under the possible worlds

semantics is defined as a set of worlds A’ where:

A’ = Q(A) =
{(

RA1 , . . . ,R
A
m ,Q(A)

)

| A ∈ A)
}

We use the possible world semantics to define the result of a query Q on top

of a probabilistic database (W, rep):

Q(W, rep) = Q(rep(W))
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

There has been extensive work on modelling and processing uncertainty

from two major scientific communities. Uncertainty has been studied from

the viewpoint of artificial intelligence in areas such as knowledge representa-

tion, answer set semantics and Bayesian networks and graphical models. The

database community has realized the need to manage uncertainty soon after

the introduction of the relational model by Codd, but most of the interest the

problem received has occurred only recently with many of the results being pro-

duced in the past several years. Below we summarize the major developments

in uncertainty management from the perspective of the two communities.

3.1 Uncertainty from the AI perspective

Graphical models and Bayesian networks

Graphical models use graphs to store and manipulate joint probability distri-

butions [49, 42, 17] and have been studied and used by several communities,

including AI, statistics, physics, vision, error-correcting codes and neural net-

works. Nodes in graphical models are random variables, and links between

them are used to denote correlations. Given a graphical model and sets of nodes

A and B, one can say that A and B are conditionally independent given a third

set, C, if all paths between the nodes in A and B are separated by a node in

C. Researchers sometimes use directed graphical models, called Bayesian net-

works [17]. The direction of the arcs can be interpreted as causality: a link from

A to B indicates that A causes B. For directed networks the independence prop-
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erty can be expressed as follows. Variable a is independent of variable b given

evidence E = {e1, . . . , ek} if there is a d-connecting path from a to b given E. A path

from a to b given E is called d-connecting, if every node on the path is linear

and diverging and not a member of E, or it is converging and either the node or

one of its descendants is in E.

Graphical models and Bayesian networks have a structural component: the

graph of nodes, and a parametric component: the probability distribution. For

Bayesian networks the parametric component is expressed as conditional prob-

ability tables (CPT) of a node and its parents. Given a node n with parents

p1, . . . , pk, the CPT for n contains the conditional probabilities for the values xn

of n given the values xi for its parents: Pr(xn|x1, . . . , xk). The joint probability dis-

tribution over all variables can then be expressed as the product of the CPTs for

each node. For undirected graphical models the basic parametric unit is the joint

probability distributions of cliques in the graph, which are also called factors.

The joint probability distribution is then expressed as a product of the factors of

the model.

Learning the structure and parameters of a graphical model is one of the

hard tasks in this area. Graphical models are used to reason about indepen-

dence of variables, and to represent the joint probability distribution of a set of

variables in a more compact form as a product of factors.

One of the most common problems given a graphical model is probabilistic

inference such as computing the marginal probability, or summing up over ir-

relevant variables. Let X be the set of random variables described the graphical

model, and E ⊆ X be a subset of those, and let F = X − E. Then marginalization
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X4 X5

Figure 3.1: Bayesian network.

of E requires computing the probability

Pr(E = xE) =
∑

xF

Pr(E = XE, F = xF)

Marginalization is known to be NP-hard in general [20] and different tech-

niques exist that attempt to reduce this complexity, either by applying heuristic

search techniques, or by approximation algorithms. The complexity of prob-

abilistic inference is related to the treewidth of the graphical model, or how

closely it resembles a tree. For graphical models with tree structure, the in-

ference problem can be solved in polynomial time, otherwise it is exponential

in the treewidth of the model [52]. Figure 3.1 shows a tree-structured directed

graphical model.

Multiple techniques exist for probabilistic inference in graphical models.

One of the most famous ones is the variable elimination method also called

bucket elimination [70, 27]. Variable elimination is a technique for computing

the marginal probabilities of a single random variable from a joint distribution.

The input to the procedure is an ordered set of variables and a set of clauses.

At each step the algorithm takes the first variable from the list and considers its

possible values. It then sums up the probabilities of the clauses where the oc-
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currences of the selected variable are replaced by the corresponding value. The

variable is then removed from the list and the same technique is applied to the

modified clause sets and the next variable from the list.

3.2 Uncertainty from the DB perspective

Research in managing uncertainty from the database perspective can be sepa-

rated in several categories, which we review next. We start by reviewing several

of the most important models for representing uncertainty in databases, and the

corresponding techniques for evaluating queries on top of those models. We

discuss evaluating confidence queries in a separate subsection, as this problem

has received a lot of attention from the database community and has a large

body of work devoted to it. We also discuss query languages, and ranking for

uncertain databases.

3.2.1 Representations and query processing

Null values

The oldest and simplest form of dealing with uncertainty in the relational model

was the addition of null values to the model [18, 19]. Null values can have a dif-

ferent meaning, the most common ones being “there is no value for the field”

and “there is a value but it is unknown”. In addition of being too restrictive,

the implementation of null values in standard DBMSs typically uses semantics

based on a three-valued logic. This can lead to confusing and unexpected re-
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sults; for example the tautological query “select * from R where a < 5 or a ≥ 5”

returns no results when the a column contains null values.

c-tables

The seminal work on managing incomplete information in the relational setting

was done in the early 80s by Imielienski and Lipski [34]. They introduce sev-

eral formalisms for modelling uncertainty with varying expressive power, and

study their properties. V-tables are tables with labeled nulls, such that a vari-

able can appear more than once in the database. Each valuation mapping the

variables to domain values defines a possible world. Naturally, when a variable

appears more than once in the database all possible worlds will have the same

value for the fields containing that variable. C-tables are v-tables where each

tuple is assigned a boolean condition over the variables (so-called local condi-

tion). The conditions constrain the worlds where a tuple is present: if under a

certain valuation a tuple’s condition is not satisfied, that tuple is not in the pos-

sible world defined by the valuation. Aside from local conditions, c-tables can

also have a global condition that serves as an integrity constraint for the pos-

sible worlds: the possible worlds are computed for those valuation that satisfy

the c-table’s global condition.

Example 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows one way of representing the information of Ex-

ample 1.4 as a c-table. The c-table uses variables x, y, z, u, v,w to represent the

missing information. The global condition Φ gives the correlations between the

variables. For example the second clause of the conjunction expresses that the

apartment number and zip code are correlated. The local conditions of the tu-

ples express when the tuples exist in the database. For example the fact that
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R FN MI LN Street Apt City State Zip cond
t1 Lilly R An Stewart y Ithaca NY z x = 1
t1 Lilly NULL An Stewart y Ithaca NY z x = 2
t2 Mimi u Pan Stewart y Ithaca NY z
t3 Ron v Wang Aurora 10 Ithaca NY 14850-1234 w = 1
t3 Ron v Wang El Camino 10 Mountain View CA 94040-0178 w = 2

Φ = (x = 1∨ x = 2)∧ (y = 5∧ z = 14850− 2176∨ y = 6∧ z = 14850− 2154)

∧(u = D ∨ u = O) ∧ (v = P ∨ v = Q) ∧ (w = 1∨ w = 2)

Figure 3.2: c-table representation for Example 1.4.

Lilly’s middle initial is either ’R’ or missing is encoded by having two tuples in

the c-table with mutually exclusive conditions (x = 1 and x = 2). In addition the

global condition Φ specifies that the possible values for x are either 1 or 2, thus

at least one of the two tuples will exist in the table in each world. �

Relations with or-sets [35] can be viewed as v-tables, where each variable

occurs only at a single position in the table and can only take values from a

fixed finite set, the or-set of the field occupied by the variable. An example of

or-set relations was given in Figure 11.1 of Chapter 1. While v-tables and or-

set relations have limited expressive power, c-tables are shown to form a strong

representation system for relational query languages.

Tuple-independent and block-independent databases

A tuple-independent database (see e.g. [24, 25, 26]) is a database where each tu-

ple in a relation is associated with a boolean random variable with given truth

probability, which describes the event of the tuple being in the database. Vari-

ables are independent of each other, and a possible world is defined by selecting

tuples independently at random with the corresponding probability. The prob-
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S A B prob
s1 m 1 0.6
s2 n 1 0.5

T C D prob
t1 1 p 0.4

Figure 3.3: Tuple-independent database.

ability of a world is then the product of the truth-probabilities of the tuples that

were selected in the world, multiplied by the product of the falsehood probabil-

ity of the ones that were not selected.

Example 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a tuple-independent database

from [24]. The database has two relations S and T , each of them containing

probabilistic tuples. For example S has two tuples s1 and s2, that exist in the

database with probability 0.6 and 0.5, respectively. The probabilistic database

defines a set of 8 possible worlds, corresponding to the 8 possible subsets of

the three tuples s1, s2 and t1. The probability of the world {s1, s2} for example is

0.6 · 0.5 · 0.6 = 0.18. �

Since tuple-independent databases are not expressive enough to represent

the results of any query, [24] and [25] consider only queries which close the pos-

sible worlds semantics by computing the confidence of tuples in the result of

the query. The authors distinguish between extensional and intensional evalua-

tion of the confidence computation. In the first case, confidence computation is

done as part of the relational algebra operators, and can thus be evaluated effi-

ciently. For example evaluating a join results in multiplying the probabilities of

the joining pair of tuples, and projection involves computing the probability of

the disjunction over each set of duplicate tuples. The intensional evaluation cor-

responds to evaluating directly as prescribed by the definition of the confidence

operator - computing the tuples in each world, and aggregating their probability

across worlds. The extensional query evaluation produces correct results only
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for the so-called safe plans. Intuitively safe plans are query plans that preserve

the independence of intermediate tuples and for which one can apply simple

formulas to compute the conjunction or disjunction of independent events, as

needed for joins and projections. Dalvi and Suciu show a dichotomy result [26],

which defines a class of queries, the so-called hierarchical queries for which safe

plans exist. For the remaining queries they show that their evaluation is neces-

sarily hard on tuple-independent databases. The “bad” queries are shown to be

those containing the subquery

q() : −L(x), J(x, y),R(y)

The results are further extended for block-independent databases [51] which

are a generalization of tuple-independent databases. A block-independent

database contains relation where tuples are grouped in clusters, or blocks. Tu-

ples within a block are mutually exclusive and their probabilities sum up to

p < 1. Blocks are independent of each other. To construct a world one selects

at most one tuple from each block (or exactly one, if the probabilities in the

block sum up to 1). A tuple-independent database is thus a block-independent

database with one tuple per block. [51] considers conjunctive queries with HAV-

ING predicates, where the aggregate is one of EXISTS, MIN, MAX, COUNT,

SUM, AVG, or COUNT(DISTINCT), and the comparison in the having clause

is one of ¡,¿,le,≥ or =. The complexity of evaluating a HAVING query is shown

to depend on the comparison that Q uses in the HAVING clause, and on the

exact aggregation function. For each aggregate α, the article defines a class of

HAVING queries, called α-safe, such that for any Q using α one of the following

is true: (1) if Q is α-safe then Qs data complexity is in P; (2) If Q has no self joins

and is not α-safe then, Q has #P-hard data complexity; (3) It cannot be decided

in PTIME (in the size of Q) whether Q is α-safe.
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[54] shows that safe plans correspond to inference problems in tree-

structured graphical models, hence the polynomial complexity.

ULDBs

ULDBs, or databases with uncertainty and lineage [15], are the representation

model employed by the Trio probabilistic DBMS [43, 53, 3] developed at Stan-

ford. A ULDB relation is a set of x-tuples, where each x-tuple represents a set

of alternatives. One world is defined by choosing precisely one alternative of

each x-tuple. A world may contain none of the alternatives of an x-tuple, if

this x-tuple is marked as optional (or maybe) using the ?-symbol. Dependencies

between alternatives of different x-tuples are enforced using lineage: An alterna-

tive i of an x-tuple s occurs in the same worlds with an alternative j of another

x-tuple t if the lineage of (s, i) points either to (t, j), or to another alternative that

transitively points to (t, j). The lineage of an alternative can also point to an

external symbol (t, j), if there is no alternative (t, j) in the database [15]. During

query processing tuples in the result are annotated with the tuple and alterna-

tive id of the input tuples; this is the resulting tuple’s lineage.

In terms of expressive power, U-relational databases and ULDBs are equiv-

alent. However, there are several major differences between the two. First, U-

relational databases support attribute-level uncertainty and can thus represent

data more compactly than ULDBs which are tuple-level. Second, the lineage of

a tuple in ULDBs only points to its immediate predecessors in the query plan.

Deciding on whether a tuple is possible or not requires the recursive expansion

of the tuple’s lineage down to the base relations to make sure it does not con-

tain conflicting alternative ids. In U-relational databases, on the other hand,
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query evaluation takes care that only valid tuples are produced. What is more

important, querying on U-relational databases can be encoded using relational

algebra only, whereas in ULDBs it can require the transitive expansion of the

lineage.

There are also differences between in the implementation of Trio as apposed

to MayBMS. While MayBMS supports an extension of SQL with cleanly defined

semantics based on possible worlds [9, 7], Trio’s language TriQL [63] has con-

structs that allow the user to express conditions on the internal system represen-

tation details. This makes the language non-generic (see e.g. [2]), which means

that query results depend on the representation and two equivalent world-sets

represented in a different way can result in two different result sets. In ad-

dition, MayBMS is implemented directly inside of PostgreSQL as opposed to

being implemented as a layer on top of that, like Trio. This is the reason for

several advantages of MayBMS including as we shall see later more efficient

query evaluation (see Chapter 9), and ease of writing applications that use the

probabilistic database system as a backend (Chapter 13).

Probabilistic world-set decompositions

World-set decompositions [8, 10, 11, 48, 12] are the predecessor of U-relational

databases in the first version of MayBMS, where each variable ci of a U-relation

corresponds to a WSD component relation Ci and each domain value li of ci cor-

responds to a tuple of Ci.

Example 3.3. Figure 3.4(a) shows two example census forms that need to be

scanned and stored in a database. Due to the unclear writing and ambiguous

entries, several instances of the database are possible. Figure 3.4(b) shows a
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Name:

Marital Status:

Social Security Number:

Name:

Marital Status:

Social Security Number:

(1) single (2) married

(3) divorced (4) widowed

(1) single (2) married

(3) divorced (4) widowed

(a) Two census survey forms

t1.S t2.S Pr
185 186 0.2
785 185 0.4
785 186 0.4

×
t1.N Pr

Smith 1
×

t1.M Pr
1 0.7
2 0.3

×
t2.N Pr

Brown 1
×

t2.M Pr
1 0.25
2 0.25
3 0.25
4 0.25

(b) Probabilistic world-set decomposition for the two census forms of (a)

Figure 3.4: Modeling uncertainty with probabilistic world-set decomposi-
tion.

world-set decomposition representing the set of possible worlds for the census

forms. The world-set decomposition consists of several component relations,

where each component defines the possible values for a set of fields of the rela-

tion. Fields that are dependent are defined in the same component, and those

that are independent can be kept in separate components, thus reducing the size

needed to represent them. For example, due to the uniqueness constraint on the

social security number, the SSN fields of the two tuples are defined in the same

component, thus making sure the invalid combination where both are 185 is ex-

cluded. However, the marital status fields are independent of each and of the

SSN, thus they can be kept in separate components. To obtain a possible world

represented by the WSD, we choose one tuple from each component, and use
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the values defined in that tuple for the respective field values. �

As mentioned above, WSDs are essentially normalized U-relational

databases where each variable ci of a U-relation corresponds to a WSD compo-

nent relation Ci and each domain value li of ci corresponds to a tuple of Ci. The

normalization may lead to an exponential blow-up in the database sizeand ac-

counts for U-relations with arbitrarily large ws-descriptors being more compact

than U-relations with singleton ws-descriptors and thus than WSDs. Positive

relational queries have polynomial data complexity for U-relations (Chapter 5)

and exponential data complexity for WSDs [48]. This can be explained in close

analogy to the difference in succinctness and by the fact that query evaluation

creates new dependencies [24]: U-relations can efficiently store the new depen-

dencies by enlarging ws-descriptors, whereas WSDs correspond to U-relations

with normalized ws-descriptors, hence the exponential blowup. Finally, the

query translations employed by the evaluation algorithms in the WSD and U-

relational cases are different. Whereas for WSDs all operators are translated to

sequences of relational queries and in the case of projection and join even to

fixpoint programs [12], the translation remains strictly in relational algebra for

U-relations.

[48] provides complexity results for different decision problems on WSDs,

such as query possibility and certainty, and presents a polynomial algorithm for

relational decomposition. [12] discusses the problem of chasing dependencies

on probabilistic WSDs. Given a set of possible worlds and a set of dependencies

such as functional dependencies and other equality generating dependencies,

the chase removes those worlds where the constraints do not hold. On WSDs

the procedure involved identifying tuples that potentially violate a constraint in
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S A B
s1 m 1 Xs1

s2 n 1 Xs2

T C D
t1 1 p Xt1

(a) Probabilistic relations

Xs2 Xs1 Xt1
Xs2 f ind

s2

0 0.5
1 0.5

Xt1 Xs1 f nxor
t1,s1

0 0 0.4
0 1 0.2
1 0 0
1 1 0.4

(b) Graphical model for the variable correlations in (a)

Figure 3.5: Using graphical models for probabilistic databases.

a world, merging the respective components and excluding the violating value

combinations.

Relations and graphical models

Several recent work attempt to marry relational databases with AI models for

representing uncertainty. In [55, 56] probabilistic databases are modeled using

graphical models. Like in tuple-independent databases, each tuple has an as-

sociated random variable, specifying the existence of the tuple in the database,

and correlations between tuples are given by links between the corresponding

nodes in the graphical model. A factor f (X) is defined as a function of a (small)

set of random variables X: 0 ≤ f (X) ≤ 1. Factors are the connected components

in a graphical model for sets of dependent variables. The probability distribu-

tion for the variables is given in the form of the joint probability distribution

table for each of the factors.

Example 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows a modified version of the tuple-independent
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database example in 3.3 where tuples are no longer independent, but exhibit

an a nxor relationship, that is high positive correlation between s1 and t1. The

probability of the possible worlds in this case is computed according to the fac-

tors in the graphical model, for example

Pr({s1, s2}) = Pr(Xs1 = 1, Xs2 = 1, Xt1 = 0)

= f ind
s2

(Xs1 = 1) f ind
t1,s1

(Xt1 = 0, Xs1 = 1) = 0.5 · 0.2 = 0.1

The probability of the world {s2, t1} is 0, as when t1 is in the database, s1 must

also be there according to the graphical model. �

Querying the graphical model is done by introducing new factors. For exam-

ple a join will introduce an “and” factor f and for each pair of joining tuples, such

that the probability of the tuple being in the result is 1 iff the random variables

for the input tuples have value true. A projection query will introduce an “or”

factor f or for each set of duplicate tuples from the input. Computing confidence

of tuples is reduced to probabilistic inference in graphical models.

Note that world-set decompositions correspond to flat graphical models,

where the conditional independence between variables is made explicit. In-

deed, WSDs are based on the idea of independence between variables (attribute

values), which is a special kind of conditional independence. In some cases,

graphical models can be more succinct than WSDs. However, evaluating rela-

tional algebra queries on top of graphical models tends to produce flat models

with high treewidth, which makes confidence computation hard on graphical

models.

The BayesStore system [66] uses first-order graphical models to represent un-

certainty. Those define first-order factors over so-called stripes: a family of ran-
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dom variables from the same probabilistic attriibute. First-order factors rep-

resent a family of local models which share the same structure and conditional

probability table. For example, in a database containing sensor readings a stripe

can be defined to denote the temperature value of one particular sensor for all

time points, and another stripe for all light readings of that sensor. A first-order

factor can then be used represent the fact that light and temperature are corre-

lated.

3.2.2 Confidence computation

Confidence computation is known to have very high computational complexity:

the problem is #P-hard in the general case. Attempts to provide solutions to this

problem have gone in several main directions: exact computation for restricted

cases, exact computation using heuristics, and approximate computation using

MCMC methods.

SPROUT

The SPROUT [39, 47] project aims at developing efficient exact and approximate

algorithms for confidence computation in probabilistic databases. [39] proposes

an approach where a DNF formula is compiled into a tree (so called ws-tree) by

using variable elimination and independence decomposition techniques. Given

such a ws-tree, the probability of the initial DNF can be computed in time linear

in the size of the tree. While the size of the tree can in general be exponential

in the DNF size, certain cases can be efficiently solved by this algorithm. [47]

extends the approach by introducing efficient methods for estimating the prob-
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ability of a partially refined DNF formula, and allowing the algorithm to stop

early when a sufficiently close approximate probability value is reached.

MCDB

MCDB [36] is a pure Monte Carlo approach to managing uncertain data. In

MCDB relations can be deterministic (i.e., the same in all worlds), or random,

where uncertainty is specified with the so called VG (variable generating) func-

tions. VG functions are responsible for generating possible values according

to a given probability distribution, thus in effect generating relation instances.

For example, a VG function can generate values for an attribute according to a

normal distribution. A VG function can also be used to specify attribute corre-

lations; in this case the output of the VG function will be a multicolumn table.

When queries are evaluated, the VG functions are called to generate ran-

dom instances of the database, and the query is evaluated in each world. As

optimization, MCDB uses the so called tuple bundles, that is a bundle of tuples

representing the possible for a tuple across several worlds, and when possible

operations are evaluated directly on the tuple bundle without decompressing

it. Also, materialization is delayed as much as possible

The main advantage of MCDB is that it does not restrict the class of sup-

ported queries and can deal with complex constructs such as aggregates, dis-

tinct and difference that are typically avoided by probabilistic DBMSs. Since

queries are evaluated in each world, as long as the standard DBMS query en-

gine supports it, the query can be evaluated on the set of possible worlds. The

disadvantage is that this approach may lead to premature sampling of unneces-
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sary values that will later be dropped by the query. Another problem with this

is that it is hard to give error guarantees for the answer, or to control the number

of samples needed to provide such guarantees.

3.2.3 Ranking

Research on ranking and computing top-k answers have led to multiple publi-

cations in the recent years [60, 50, 67, 68, 41, 61, 62, 21]. Below we summarize a

subset of that work.

Ranking tuples by confidence

In [50] Re et al study the problem of computing the top-k most likely tuples in

the result of a query over a probabilistic database. This is motivated by the fact

that typically the probabilities in a probabilistic database are uncertain them-

selves, and tuple probabilities should rather be taken relevant to the other prob-

abilities in the database, as opposed to considering their absolute value. Thus

the concrete probability values are not necessary, they only serve to order the tu-

ples in the result. This work therefore considers using Monte Carlo simulation

techniques to compute approximate confidence values. A property of MCMC

is that the tighter the requested confidence interval is, the more simulations

should be run. Since the authors are only interested in ranking the tuples, the

simulations can be stopped when the guaranteed confidence interval is small

enough so it does not intersect with the confidence intervals of other tuples and

the tuple’s rank can be determined. This observation also helps drop tuples that

have no chance of entering the top-k set, and simulations can be concentrated
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on the remaining tuples.

3.2.4 Ranking in uncertain databases

Several papers consider the general problem of ranking when data is uncer-

tain. [60] considers as data model a tuple-independent database extended with

so-called tuple-generation rules. These are logical formulas over the variables as-

sociated with each tuple and define the valid possible worlds. For example the

rule t2 ⊕ t3 denotes that tuples t2 and t3 are mutually exclusive. The paper con-

siders several flavors of the ranking problem, including the topk tuples in the

most probable world, the most probable topk tuples that belong to valid possi-

ble world, and the set of most probable topith tuples across all possible worlds,

where i = 1 . . . k. An uncertain topk query returns a vector of tuples T ∗ which is

most likely to be the top-k result over all worlds. If T is a set of k-length tuple

vectors such that each vector is ordered according to the given scoring function,

and each T ∈ T is a top-k answer in a non-empty set of worlds PW(T ). Then the

uncertain top-k result T ∗ can be defined as follows:

T ∗ = argmaxT∈T

















∑

w∈PW(T )

(Pr(w))

















That is, the tuples returned in this case belong to the same world, and have

the maximum aggregated probability of being top-k across all possible worlds.

Uncertain k-rank query is a query returning a vector of tuples, where each tuple is

the most probable one at the respective position. Evaluating uncertain ranking

queries is done by navigating the search space where each state is a ranked

prefix of l tuples that appears as the top-l answer in a non-empty set of possible

worlds. The state is complete when l = k. Navigation is done by extending
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the partial states to complete states, which is done in sorted order of the state

probabilities.

3.2.5 Applications for probabilistic databases

Data cleaning

Data cleaning is a fully or semi-automated process involving entity resolution,

clustering and data fusion. Typically, the input to data cleaning is a dirty rela-

tion, where entries have different types of errors and ambiguities, such as ty-

pos, duplicated entries, missing values, use of synonyms to denote the same

objects, etc. The result is usually a set of tuple clusters where each cluster con-

tains tuples that are duplicates of each other. Several works consider the use of

probabilistic databases to represent the results of data cleaning [4, 33]. In [33]

Hassanzadeh and Miller propose a framework supporting the different phases

of data cleaning. The input to the system is a dirty relation, and the output is a

probabilistic database. The authors consider as result block-independent (a.k.a.

disjoint-independent) databases as the representation module due to their sim-

plicity and known efficient techniques for query processing on top of that. The

framework consists of the following three components:

• Similarity join module. This phase computes pairs of tuples together

with a similarity score showing how similar the two records are. Differ-

ent similarity measures can be used in this phase, such as edit distance or

cosine similarity.

• Clustering module. The clustering module computes groups of tuples
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that are duplicates of each other based on the similarity score between

pairs of tuples from the previous step.

• Probability assignment module. This module assigns probabilities to the

tuples in a cluster which reflect the error in the tuple. One of the proposed

techniques involves computing a representative of each cluster, and the

probabilities of the other tuples are computed with respect to their simi-

larity to the representative of the cluster.
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Part II

Representing and querying

uncertain data
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CHAPTER 4

U-RELATIONAL DATABASES

In this chapter we formally define and study U-relational databases, which

were already introduced by example in Chapter 1.

A world table is a table over schema W(Var,Rng, Pr), containing the domain

values for a set of variables together with their probability distribution. Given

a world table W, a world-set descriptor (or ws-descriptor, for short) is a partial

valuation d = {c1 7→ l1, . . . , ck 7→ lk} consistent with W. We will use a total

valuation to describe a possible world, and a world-set descriptor to describe

a set of possible worlds. We will use an empty world-set descriptor to describe

the entire world-set.

Example 4.1. The world-table W in Fig. 1.5 defines five variables x, y, z, v,w,

whose common domain is {1,2}. The number of worlds defined by W is

2 · 2 · 2 · 2 · 2 = 32. �

We are now ready to define databases of U-relations.

Definition 4.2. A U-relational database for a world-set over schema Σ =

(R1[A1], . . . ,Rk[Ak]) is a tuple

(U1,1, . . . ,U1,m1, . . . ,Uk,1, . . . ,Uk,mk ,W),

where W is a world-table and each relation Ui, j has schema Ui, j[T Ri; Bi, j; Di, j] such

that Di, j defines ws-descriptors over W, T Ri defines tuple ids, and Bi,1∪· · ·∪Bi,mi =

Ai.

A ws-descriptor {c1 7→ l1, . . . , ck 7→ lk} is relationally encoded in πDi, j
(Ui, j) of

arity n ≥ k as a tuple (c1, l1, . . . , ck, lk, ck+1, lk+1, . . . , cn, ln), where we pad the vector
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up to arity n by reusing pairs ci, li where 1 ≤ i ≤ k in positions j > k.

Although we speak of vertical partitioning, we do not require the value

columns of Ui, j to disjointly partition the columns of Ri. Indeed, overlap, as

considered in view materialization may be useful to speed up query evaluation,

see e.g. [64].

We next define the semantics of a U-relational database. To obtain a possible

world we first choose a total valuation f over W. We then process the U-relations

tuple by tuple. If the function f extends1 the ws-descriptor d of a tuple of the

form (t, a, d) from a U-relation of schema (T , A,D), we insert in that world the

values a into the A-fields of the tuple with identifier t. In general this may leave

some tuples partial in the end (i.e., the values for some fields have not been

provided). These tuples are removed from the world.

We require, for a U-relational database (U1, . . . ,Un,W) to be considered valid,

that the representation does not provide several contradictory values for a tuple

field in the same world. Formally, we require, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and tuples

t1 ∈ Ui[T i, Ai,Di] and t2 ∈ U j[T j, A j,D j] such that Ui and U j are vertical partitions

of the same relation, that if there is a world that extends both t1.Di and t2.D j,

then for all A ∈ (Ai ∩ A j), t1.A = t2.A must hold.

Example 4.3. Suppose there are two U-relations with schemata U1[TR; A, B; D1]

and U2[TR; B,C; D2] that jointly represent columns A, B, and C of a relation R.

Assume tuples (t1, a, b, c1,1) ∈ U1 and (t1, b′, c, c2,2, ) ∈ U2, b , b′. Then U1 and

U2 cannot form part of a valid U-relational database because there would be a

world with c1 7→ 1, c2 7→ 2 in which the tuple from U1 requires field t1.B to take

value b while the tuple from U2 requires the same field to take value b’. �

1That is, for all x on which d is defined, d(x) = f (x).
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An important property of U-relational databases is that they form a complete

representation system for finite world-sets.

Theorem 4.4. Any finite set of worlds can be represented as a U-relational database.

Proof. Let A = {A1, . . . ,An} be a finite world-set over schema Σ, and let Pr(Ai) =

pi be the probability distribution for the world-set. We encode A as a U-

relational database in the following way. Let x be a variable with domain [1,n].

Then the world-table W = {(x, i, pi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. For each relation Ri[Ui] in

Σ create a U-relation Ui[TRi ; Ui; D] where we have a tuple (t; a; x 7→ k) ∈ Ui iff

(t, a) ∈ RAk
i . �

Since any finite world-set can be represented as a U-relational database, the

result of any query evaluated on top of a U-relational database can be repre-

sented in U-relational form as well:

Corollary 4.5. U-relational databases are closed for any relational query language.

Remark 4.6. We will sometimes inline the world table W in the ws-descriptors

of the U-relations. Thus the ws-descriptors will be sets of triples (x 7→ i, p) where

x is a variable, i is a domain value for x and the tuple (x, i, p) ∈ W.
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CHAPTER 5

QUERY PROCESSING

We use the possible worlds semantics to evaluate queries on top of U-

relational database. Recall that according to this semantics the result of a query

is equivalent to the result obtained by evaluating the query on each world. We

are interested in techniques for evaluating the query directly on the representa-

tion which computes the representation of the result. Note that for U-relational

databases this is always possible, as they are complete and closed for relational

query languages.

Queries on vertical decompositions. U-relations rely essentially on vertical de-

composition for succinct (attribute-level) representation of uncertainty. To eval-

uate a query, we first need to reconstruct relations from vertical decompositions

by (1) joining two partitions on the common tuple id attributes and (2) discard-

ing the combinations that yield inconsistent ws-descriptors. We call this opera-

tion merge and give its precise definition in Fig. 5.3, where conditions (1) and (2)

from above are defined by α and ψ, respectively.

Example 5.1. Consider the U-relational database of Fig. 1.5. The query

πFName,MI,LName,CityσFName=′Lilly ′(R) lists the name and city of customers with first

name Lilly. To answer this query, we need to merge the necessary partitions of

R and obtain a new query with merge(merge(πFName,LName(R), πMI (R)), πCity) in the

place of R. �

Our query evaluation approach can take full advantage of query evaluation

and optimization techniques on vertical partitions. First, it does not require to

reconstruct the entire relations involved in the query, but rather only the nec-
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essary vertical partitions. Second, necessary partitions can be flexibly merged

in during query evaluation. Thus early and late tuple materialization [64] carry

over naturally to our framework. For this, our merge operator allows to merge

two partitions not only if they are given in their original form, but also if they

have been modified by queries.

The first advantage only holds for so-called partition-independent U-relational

databases, which do not have dependencies that need to be propagated from a

partition to the other partitions before the partition can be projected away.

An example of U-relational databases that are not partition-independent are

non-reduced U-relational databases. A U-relational database is reduced if there

are no tuples that cannot be completed in any world. That is, each tuple of

a reduced U-relation can always be completed to an actual tuple in a world.

The advantage becomes evident even for a simple projection query. Consider

a partition-independent database containing a U-relation U defining the A at-

tribute of R. To evaluate πA(R) we do not need to merge in all U-relations defin-

ing the attributes of R and later project on A. Instead, the answer is simply U.

In the following, we assume that we have no information about the input

database. The starting point of our query rewriting will thus be to reconstruct

each relation required by the query by merging all partitions of that relation:

R = merge(U1, . . . ,Un), where U1, . . . ,Un - partitions for R (5.1)

As we will discuss next, the query evaluation techniques of this section

always produces partition-independent U-relations for partition-independent

U-relational databases. In Chapter 7 we study partition-independent U-

relational databases in more depth and extend the query-evaluation technique
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merge(πX(R), πA−X(R)) = R, where A = sch(R)

(5.2)

merge(R, S ) = merge(S ,R) (5.3)

merge(merge(R, S ),T ) = merge(R,merge(S ,T ))
(5.4)

σ
φ(X)(merge(R, S )) = merge(σ

φ(X)(R), S ) (5.5)

where X ⊆ sch(R)

merge(R, S ) ⊲⊳
φ(X,Y) T = merge(R ⊲⊳

φ(X,Y) T, S ) (5.6)

where X ∪ Y ⊆ sch(R) ∪ sch(T )

πX(merge(R, S )) = merge(πX∩A(R), πX∩B(S )) (5.7)

where sch(R) = A, sch(S ) = B

Figure 5.1: Algebraic equivalences for relational algebra queries with
merge operator.

to databases which are not partition-independent such that we merge only the

necessary partitions.

Example 5.2. Consider the following non-reduced database of two U-relations:

U1 T A D

t1 a1 c1 7→ 1

t2 a2 c2 7→ 1

U2 T B D

t1 b1 c1 7→ 1

t1 b2 c1 7→ 2

In each U-relation the second tuple cannot find a partner in the other U-relation

with which a complete tuple (with both attributes A and B) can be formed. If

these second tuples are removed, the database is reduced. �

We can always make a U-relational database partition-independent as fol-

lows: We filter each U-relation using semijoins with each of the other U-relations

representing data of the same relation Ri. The semijoin conditions are the α and

ψ-conditions. For more details, see Algorithm 3 in Chapter 7.
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πDATE

⊲⊳CUSTKEY

σNAME=Al

Cust

σDATE>2003

merge

πDATE(Ord) πCUST(Ord)

Query plan P1.
πDATE

⊲⊳CUSTKEY

σNAME=Al

Cust

merge

σDATE>2003

πDATE(Ord)

πCUST(Ord)

merge

π∅

⊲⊳CUSTKEY

σNAME=Al

Cust

πCUST(Ord)

σDATE>2003

πDATE(Ord)

Query plan P2. Query plan P3.

Figure 5.2: Three equivalent query plans.

Algebraic equivalences. Fig. 5.1 gives algebraic equivalences of relational alge-

bra expressions with merge operator on vertical decompositions: merging is the

reverse of vertical partitioning, it is commutative and associative, it commutes

with selections, joins, and projections.

Standard heuristics known from classical query optimization for relational

algebra apply here as well. Intuitively, we usually push down projections and

selections and merge in U-relations as late as possible. An interesting new case

is the decision on join ordering among an explicit join from the input query and

a join due to merging: If the merge is executed before the explicit join, it may

reduce the size of an input relation to join. We have seen in our experiments that

the standard selectivity-based cost measures employed by relational database

management systems do a good job, as long as the queries remain reasonably

small.

Example 5.3. Consider a U-relational databaseU that represents a set of possi-

ble worlds over two TPC-H relations Ord and Cust (short for Order and Cus-
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tomer, respectively) [65]. U has one U-relation for each attribute of the two

relations, of which we only list DATE and CUSTKEY for Ord, and NAME and

CUSTKEY for Cust. The following query finds all dates of orders placed by Al

after 2003:

πDATE(σNAME=′Al ′(Cust)⊲⊳CUSTKEY σDATE>2003(Ord))

Fig. 5.2 shows three possible plans P1, P2, and P3 using operators on vertical

decompositions. The naı̈ve plan P1 first reconstructs Ord from its two parti-

tions then applies the selection and the join with Cust. In P2 and P3 the merge

operator is pushed up in the plans, first immediately above the selection (P2),

and then above the join operator (P3). Among the three plans, P1 is clearly

the least efficient. However, without statistics about the data, one cannot tell

which of P2 and P3 should be preferred. If DATE>2003 is very selective, then

merging immediately thereafter as in P2 will lead to the filtering of tuples from

πCUSTKEY(Ord) and thus fewer tuples will be processed by the join. Is this not

the case, then first merging only increases the number and size of the tuples

that have to be processed by the join. Also, in P3 all value attributes except

for DATE are projected away after the join as they are not needed for the final

result. �

Queries on U-relations. Fig. 5.3 gives the function [[ ·]] that translates positive re-

lational algebra queries with possible and merge operators into relational algebra

queries on U-relational databases.

The possible operator applied on a U-relation U closes the possible worlds

semantics by computing the set of tuples possible in U. It thus translates to a

simple projection on the value attributes of U. The result of a projection is a U-

relation whose value attributes are those from the projection list (thus the input
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Let U1 := [[ Q1]] with schema [T 1, A1,D1],

U2 := [[ Q2]] with schema [T 2, A2,D2],

α :=
∧

T∈T 1∩T 2

(U1.T = U2.T ),

ψ :=
∧

(D′.Var = D′′

D′∈U1.D1,D′′∈U2.D2

.Var⇒ D′.Rng = D′′.Rng).

[[ possible(Q1)]] := πA1
(U1)

[[πX(Q1)]] := πT 1,X,D1
(U1), where X ⊆ A1

[[σφ(Q1)]] := σφ(U1), where φ on A1

[[ Q1 ⊲⊳φ Q2]] := πT 1,T 2,A,B,D1,D2
(U1 ⊲⊳φ∧ψ U2),

where T 1 ∩ T 2 = ∅

[[merge(Q1,Q2)]] := πT 1∪T 2,A,B,D1,D2
(U1 ⊲⊳α∧ψ U2)

Figure 5.3: Translation of queries with merge into queries on U-relations.

ws-descriptors and tuple ids are preserved). Selections apply conditions on the

value attributes.

The merge operator that reconstructs a relation from its vertical partitions

was already explained. Similarly to the merge, the join uses the ψ-condition to

discard tuple combinations with inconsistent ws-descriptors. Fig. 5.3 gives the

translation in case U1 and U2 do not contain partitions of the same relation. For

the case of self-joins we require aliases for the copies of the relation involved in

it such that they do not have common tuple id attributes.

The union of U1 and U2 like the ones from Fig. 5.3 is sketched next. We as-

sume that A1 = A2, T 1∩T 2 = ∅, and the tuples of different relations have different

ids. To bring U1 and U2 to the same schema, we first ensure ws-descriptors of

the same size by padding the smaller ws-descriptors with already contained

variable assignments, and add new (empty) columns T 2 to U1 and T 1 to U2. We

then perform the standard union.
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From our translation [[ ·]] it immediately follows that

Theorem 5.4. Positive relational algebra queries extended with the possible operator

can be evaluated on U-relational databases using relational algebra only.

Example 5.5. Recall the U-relational database of Fig. 1.5 storing deduplicated

customer information. Consider a query asking for names of people living in

Ithaca:

S = πFName,MI ,LName(σCity=′Ithaca′(R))

After merging the necessary partitions of relation R and translating it into

positive relational algebra, we obtain

πFName,MI ,LName(σCity=′Ithaca′(U1 ⊲⊳α1∧ψ1 U2 ⊲⊳α2∧ψ2 U3)),

where the conditions ψ1, ψ2, α1, and α2 follow the translation given in Fig. 5.3.

The three vertical partitions are joined on the tuple id attributes (α1 and α2) and

the combinations with conflicting mappings in the ws-descriptors are discarded

(ψ1 and ψ2). Before and after translation, the query is subject to optimizations as

discussed earlier. (In this case, a good query plan would first apply the selec-

tions on the partitions, then project away the irrelevant value attributes Street,

City and State, and then merge the partitions).

U6 TS FName MI LName D1 D2

t1 Lilly R Ann x 7→ 1

t1 Lilly NULL Ann x 7→ 2

t2 Mimi D Pan y 7→ 1

t2 Mimi O Pan y 7→ 2

t3 Ron P Wang v 7→ 1 w 7→ 1

t3 Ron Q Wang v 7→ 2 w 7→ 1
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The above U-relation U6 encodes the query answer. �

Our translation yields relational algebra queries, whose evaluation always

produces tuple-level U-relations, i.e., U-relations without vertical decomposi-

tions, by joining and merging vertical partitions of relations. Following the def-

inition of the merge operator, if the input U-relations are partition-independent,

then the result of merging vertical partitions is also partition-independent. We

thus have that

Proposition 5.6. Given a positive relational algebra query Q and a partition-

independent U-relational database U, [[ Q]](U) is a partition-independent U-relational

database.
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CHAPTER 6

NORMALIZATION OF U-RELATIONS

U-relations do not forbid large ws-descriptors. The ability to extend the

size of ws-descriptors is what yields efficient query evaluation on U-relations.

However, large ws-descriptors cause an inherent processing overhead. Also, af-

ter query evaluation or dependency chasing on a U-relational database, it may

happen that tuple fields, which used to be dependent on each other, become

independent. In such a case, it is desirable to optimize the world-set representa-

tion [11]. We next discuss one approach to normalize U-relational databases by

reducing large ws-descriptors to ws-descriptors of size one. Normalization is

an expensive operation per se, but it is not unrealistic to assume that uncertain

data is initially in normal form [8, 11] and can subsequently be maintained in

this form.

Definition 6.1. A U-relational database is normalized if all ws-descriptors of its

U-relations have size one.

Algorithm 1 gives a normalization procedure for U-relations that determines

classes of variables that co-occur in some ws-descriptors and replaces each such

class by one variable, whose domain becomes the product of the domains of the

variables from that class. Fig. 6.1 shows a U-relational database and its normal-

ization.

Theorem 6.2. Given a reduced U-relational database, Algorithm 1 computes a normal-

ized reduced U-relational database that represents the same world-set.

Computing certain answers. Given a set of possible worlds, we call a tuple

certain iff it occurs in each of the worlds. It is known that the tuple certainty
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Algorithm 1: Normalization of ws-descriptors.

Input: Reduced U-relational databaseU = (U1, . . . ,Um,W)
Output: Normalized reduced U-relational database.
begin1

R := the relation consisting of all pairs of variables (ci, c j) that occur together2

in some ws-descriptor ofU;
G := the graph whose node set is the set of variables and whose edge relation3

is the reflexive and transitive closure of R;
Compute the connected components of G;4

foreach U-relation U j(T , A,D1, . . . ,Dn) ofU do5

U′j := empty U-relation over U′j(T , A,Var,Rng);6

foreach t ∈ U do7

Gi := connected component of Gwith id i such that the nodes8

t.Var1, . . . , t.Varn are in Gi;
{ci1, . . . , cik } = Gi − {t.Var1, . . . , t.Varn};9

foreach li1, pi1 : (ci1, li1, pi1) ∈ W, . . . , lik , pik : (cik , lik , pik ) ∈ W do10

/* Compute a new domain value ( f|Gi | is either the identity or11

better, for atomic l’s, an injective function int|Gi | → int) */;

l := f|Gi |(t.Rng, li1, . . . , lik );12

U′j := U′j ∪ {(t.T , t.A,Gi, l)};13

W′ :=
⋃

i{(gi, (l1, . . . , lm), p) | Gi = {c1, . . . , cm} and14

(c1, l1, p1), . . . , (cm, lm, pm) ∈ W and p :=
∏

j p j};15

Output (U′1, . . . ,U
′
m,W

′);16

end17

problem is coNP-hard for a number of representation systems, ranging from

attribute-level ones like WSDs to tuple-level ones like ULDBs [11]. In case of

tuple-level normalized U-relations, however, we can efficiently compute the cer-

tain tuples using relational algebra.

Lemma 6.3. Tuple a is certain in a tuple-level normalized U-relation U iff there exists

a variable x such that (t, a, x 7→ l) ∈ U for each domain value l of x and some tuple id t.

The condition of the lemma can be encoded as the following domain calculus

expression:

cert(U) := {a | ∃x∀l∀p (x, l, p) ∈ W ⇒ ∃t(t, a, x, l) ∈ U}
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U T A D1 D2

t1 a1 c1 7→ 1 c1 7→ 1
t2 a2 c1 7→ 1 c2 7→ 2
t2 a3 c1 7→ 2 c1 7→ 2
t3 a4 c3 7→ 1 c3 7→ 1
t3 a5 c3 7→ 2 c3 7→ 2

W Var Rng Pr
c1 1 0.5
c1 2 0.5
c2 1 0.3
c2 2 0.7
c3 1 0.6
c3 2 0.4

(a) U-relational database

U′ T A D
t1 a1 c12 7→ (1,1)
t1 a1 c12 7→ (1,2)
t2 a2 c12 7→ (1,2)
t2 a3 c12 7→ (2,1)
t2 a3 c12 7→ (2,2)
t3 a4 c3 7→ 1
t3 a5 c3 7→ 2

W′ Var Rng Pr
c12 (1,1) 0.15
c12 (1,2) 0.35
c12 (2,1) 0.15
c12 (2,2) 0.35
c3 1
c3 2

(b) Database from (a) normalized

Figure 6.1: Normalization example.

The equivalent relational algebra query on a tuple-level normalized U-relational

database (U[TR, A,Var,Rng],W) is

πA(πVar(W) × πA(U) − πVar,A(W × πA(U) − πVar,Rng,AU)).
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CHAPTER 7

OPTIMIZING QUERIES ON VERTICALLY PARTITIONED

U-RELATIONAL DATABASES

U-relational databases rely on vertical partitioning to achieve compact repre-

sentation of large world-sets. In the realm of complete databases, column stores

are known to bring significant advantages when evaluating projection queries.

A column store database is called reduced, if there are no dangling tuples, that

is, no tuples with missing values for some attributes. Evaluated on a reduced

column store database, a query can only look at the partitions for the attributes

that are either involved in selection or join conditions, or are projected on in the

final result. However, one should proceed with caution when applying such

an optimization to query evaluation over probabilistic databases. Consider for

example the U-relational database in Figure 7.1 (a), which represents the four

worlds in (b). The second world with no tuple for R is obtained under the val-

uation x 7→ 1, z 7→ 2. Consider now a query πB(R). If we proceed naively and

simply take partition UB defining attribute B of R as the result, we will not ob-

tain a correct answer, since evaluated on the set of possible worlds the query

produces a tuple in each world, except for the second one where no result is

returned. Intuitively, there is a dependency between the A and B attributes of

R due to the variable z that the two partitions share, which needs to be prop-

agated before partitions are discarded by the query. To correctly evaluate the

query in this case we need to first merge the two partitions which will effec-

tively augment the world-set descriptors of each tuple, and then project away
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UA TR A D1 D2

t1 1 x 7→ 1 z 7→ 1
t1 2 x 7→ 2

UB TR B D1

t1 3 z 7→ 1
t1 4 z 7→ 2

(a)

R1 A B
t1 1 3

R2 A B R3 A B
t1 2 3

R4 A B
t1 2 4

(b)

U′B TR B D1 D2

t1 3 x 7→ 1 z 7→ 1
t1 4 x 7→ 2 z 7→ 1
t1 4 x 7→ 2 z 7→ 2

(c)

Figure 7.1: (a) U-relational database, (b) the set of possible worlds it repre-
sents, and (c) result of applying πB(R).

the unnecessary attributes. The result is given in Figure 7.1 (c).

Recall that in the definition of U-relational databases we did not require the

attributes of a relation Ri to be defined in non-overlapping partitions Ui, j. How-

ever, for simplicity in the remainder of the section we will assume that each

attribute A of a relation Ri is defined in a single partition Ui, j. All definitions and

techniques can be easily generalized to include overlapping partitions.

We extend the definition of a reduced database to U-relational databases.

Definition 7.1. A U-relational database (U1,1, . . . ,U1,m1, . . . ,Uk,1, . . . ,Uk,mk ,W) is

reduced, if for all vertical partitions Ui, j containing attributes for some relation

Ri, and tuples (t, bi, j, di, j) ∈ Ui, j, the tuple can be completed to a full tuple in some

world, that is, there are tuples (t, bi,k, di,k) ∈ Ui,k such that
⋃

k
Bi,k = Ai and

∧

k
di,k is

satisfiable.

A U-relational database is non-reduced if either of the following conditions

is true:
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UA TR A D1

t1 1 x 7→ 1
t2 2 y 7→ 1

UB TR B D1

t1 3 z 7→ 1
t1 4 z 7→ 2

(a) Missing values for a tuple id

UA TR A D1 D2

t1 1 x 7→ 1 y 7→ 1
t1 2 x 7→ 2 y 7→ 2

UB TR B D1 D2

t1 1 y 7→ 1 z 7→ 1
t1 2 y 7→ 2 z 7→ 2

UC TR C D1 D2

t1 1 x 7→ 1 z 7→ 2
t1 2 x 7→ 2 z 7→ 1

(b) Invalid combinations

Figure 7.2: Examples of non-reduced U-relational databases.

1. There is a tuple id t for some relation Ri, which has values for some at-

tributes but not for all. Formally, there exists a vertical partition Ui, j con-

taining attributes for relation Ri, and a tuple (t, bi, j, di, j) ∈ Ui, j such that for

some attribute A ∈ sch(Ri) and partition Ui,k with A ∈ sch(Ri), there is no

tuple (t, bi,k, di,k) ∈ Ui,k.

2. There is a tuple id t for some relation Ri such that no consistent combina-

tion of values for t can be built. Formally, there is a relation Ri, and a tuple

id t for Ri such that for all (t, bi,k, di,k) ∈ Ui,k:
∧

k
di,k |= false.

Example 7.2. Figure 7.2 gives examples of two U-relational databases that are not

reduced. The database in (a) defines no B-values for tuple t2, and in (b) no combination

of values for tuple t1 is consistent. �

Algorithm 2 removes dangling tuples from a U-relational database by mak-

ing sure that neither of the two conditions for a non-reduced U-relation database

from above is satisfied.
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Algorithm 2: reduce

Input: U-relational database U for a world-set over schema Σ
Output: reduced U-relational database U′ equivalent to U
foreach Ri ∈ Σ do1

foreach partition Ui, j for Ri and tuple ri = (t, bi, j, di, j) ∈ Ui, j do2

if not exist tuples rk = (t, bi,k, di,k) ∈ Ui,k, k , j such that di, j ∧
∧

k
di,k is

3

satisfiable then
delete ri from Ui, j4

U1 TR A D1

t1 1 (x 7→ 1,0.6)
t1 2 (x 7→ 2,0.4)

U2 TR B D1

t1 3 (z 7→ 1,0.3)
t1 4 (z 7→ 2,0.2)

U2 TR B D1

t1 3 (z 7→ 1,0.3)
t1 4 (z 7→ 2,0.2)

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: (a) U-relational database, and (b) result of applying πB(R).

Non-reduced databases are not only suboptimal in terms of storage, as they

keep tuples that can never be instantiated, but can also lead to suboptimal query

evaluation plans. Consider for example the projection πB(R) executed on the U-

relational database of Figure 7.2 (a). To ensure a correct result, we need to first

merge the two vertical partitions for R before projecting away the A column. In

this way we will not produce erroneous tuples in the result. However, the re-

duced property is not always sufficient to allow us ignore vertical partitions for

attributes that do not show up in the query. We have already seen one such ex-

ample in Figure 7.1 - we could not discard the partition U1 in the query plan for

πB(R) since U1 and U2 were dependent. However, if we consider the U-relational

database in Figure 7.3 and the same projection query, the answer to it can be ob-

tained by simply taking the partition for attribute B since it is independent of

the one for A.
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To support efficient query evaluation we will take advantage of a different

property that can hold on the data, namely independence of attribute values.

We are interested in U-relational databases in which projections will need to

only merge relevant partitions, that is, partitions defining attributes from the

projection set. Formally,

Definition 7.3. Let U = (U1,1, . . . ,U1,m1, . . . ,Uk,1, . . . ,Uk,mk) be a U-relational

database. U is called partition-independent, if for each set of attributes A ∈ sch(Ri)

[[πA(Ri)]] = [[πA

(

merge
(

Ui, j1, . . . ,Ui, jk

))

]] , where A ∩ Ui, jl , ∅

It is easy to see that

Proposition 7.4. For each U-relational database U for a worldset over schema Σ there

is a partition-independent U-relational database U′ equivalent to U.

Proof. We construct a tuple-level U-relational database U′ from U in the follow-

ing way: for each relation R ∈ Σ merge all partitions defining attributes of R.

Thus U′ is partition-independent and equivalent to U. �

Even if we start with a partition-independent U-relational database, queries

and updates might destroy this property. We will therefore consider indepen-

dence properties that hold between partitions, or sets of partitions. Intuitively,

two partitions are independent of each other, if projecting on the attributes of

one of the partitions need not merge the other partition to compute the result.

Definition 7.5. Let (U1,1, . . . ,U1,m1, . . . ,Uk,1, . . . ,Uk,mk ,W) be a reduced U-

relational database. For partitions Ui, j,Ui,l for a relation Ri it holds that Ui, j is

independent of Ui,l iff:

[[πA j(Ri)]] = [[πA j

(

merge
(

Ui,1, . . . ,Ui,l−1,Ui,l+1 . . . ,Ui,mk

))

]] (7.1)
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In partition-independent relational databases each partition Ui, j is indepen-

dent of all other partitions Ui,l for the same relation Ri. Then, as expected, for

partition-independent U-relational databases projecting on any set of attributes

A ⊆ A j can be done by a simple projection on the partition Ui, j:

[[πA(R)]] = [[πA(Ui, j)]] = πT ,A,D(Ui, j), where sch(Ui, j) = [T ; A j; D]

The independence property is in general not commutative: partition Ui, j can

be independent of Ui,l while Ui,l is not independent of Ui, j. Consider for example

relation R[AB] with vertical partitions UA and UB defined as follows:

UA TR A D1

t1 1 (x 7→ 1,0.6)

UB TR B D1

t1 2

Partition UA is independent of UB, while UB is not independent of UA. Indeed,

the condition for t1 says that the tuple only exists in the worlds where x 7→ 1.

Thus when evaluating the projection πB(R) we need to merge in UA to propagate

this constraint, while πA(R) is simply the partition UA iteself.

The above example shows that two partitions can be dependent even if they

don’t have variables in common, which can be somewhat counterintuitive. Re-

placing UB by πB(merge(UA,UB)) will propagate the condition for t1 to UB, mak-

ing the two partitions mutually independent.

Algorithm 3 normalizes a U-relational database by making all partitions in-

dependent of each other. To do so, it merges dependent partitions in order to

propagate dependencies from one partition to another.
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Algorithm 3: make-independent

Input: U-relational database U for a world-set over schema Σ
Output: Partition-independent U-relational database U′ equivalent to U
foreach Ri ∈ Σ do1

foreach partitions Ui, j,Ui,k for Ri such that Ui, j - dependent on Ui,k do2

replace Ui, j by πBi, j
(merge(Ui, j,Ui,k));3

We use the dependence relationship to build a graph GU
1 whose nodes are

the partitions of the U-relational database and there is a link between two nodes

if the first node is dependent on the second one. We will call the connected

components in this graph dependency clusters. We will assume that a partition is

always dependent on itself, so the dependency graph will contain self loops at

each node. For a U-relational database U = (U1,1, . . . ,U1,m1, . . . ,Uk,1, . . . ,Uk,mk ,W),

we will denote by {Ki,mi}i the set of its dependency clusters. If U is a partition-

independent U-relational database, then Ki, j = {Ui, j}. For an attribute A we will

denote by AGU the set of partitions reachable from A’s partition in GU :

AGU = {Uk, j | Uk, j reachable from Ui, j in GU ,Ui, j partition for A}

We will reuse this definition for a set of attributes S , thus

S GU =

⋃

A∈S

AGU

Intuitively, if we want to project on an attribute A of a relation, we need to

merge the partitions reachable from A in the dependency graph, or in general,

when evaluating a query, we need to merge the partitions for those attributes

reachable from the attributes required by the query. This will be discussed in

detail in the following section.

1To be more precise, GU is in general a forest, with one graph (or subforest) for each relation
R of the database schema.
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We will further expand the definition of independence to consider horizontal

slices of the partitions. A horizontal slice in partition Ui, j for tuple id t is the

set of all tuples in Ui, j that have tuple id t. We will mark this slice by U t
i, j. The

motivation for this is that two partitions can be dependent only for some of the

tuple ids and independent for the others. We will modify definition 7.5 to allow

independence between horizontal slices of two partitions:

Definition 7.6. Let (U1,1, . . . ,U1,m1, . . . ,Uk,1, . . . ,Uk,mk ,W) be a reduced U-

relational database. For partitions Ui, j,Ui,l for a relation Ri it holds that Ui, j is

independent of Ui,l with respect to tuple id t iff:

[[πA j(σT=tRi)]] = [[πA j

(

σT=t
(

merge
(

Ui,1, . . . ,Ui,l−1,Ui,l+1 . . . ,Ui,mk

)))

]]

Algorithm 4: make-independent

Input: U-relational database U for a world-set over schema Σ
Output: U-relational database U′ equivalent to U where all partitions are

independent
foreach Ri ∈ Σ do1

foreach tuple id t and partitions Ui, j,Ui,k for Ri such that Ui, j dependent on2

Ui,k - dependent wrt to the t-slice do

replace the t-slice in Ui, j by πBi, j

(

merge
(

σTRi=t(Ui, j), σTRi=t(Ui,k)
))

;3

Algorithm 3 can be easily modified to take advantage of slicing, the modified

version is given in Algorithm 4.

Using the dependency definition for horizontal slices of a partition, we can

construct a dependency graph GU whose nodes are horizontal slices U t
i, j and

there is an edge from U t
i, j to U t

i,k if Ui, j is dependent on Ui,k with respect to the t

horizontal slice. For a tuple id t and an attribute A, AGU ,t will denote the set of

partitions in GU reachable from the t slice of the partition for A. Similarly, we

can define the set of partitions S GU ,t for a set of attributes S .
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7.1 Queries on reduced U-relations

Consider a U-relational database U with dependency clusters K1, . . . ,Ks. The

baseline for our query evaluation operators are the ones defined in Chapter 5.

In short, the implementation of the operations undoes the vertical partitioning

using the merge operation, and adds additional conditions to join queries that

ensure consistency of the world-set descriptors. In this section we are interested

in cases where we can avoid merging in partitions for attributes that are not

needed for evaluating the query, and methods for keeping the result of a query

in partitioned form.

Example 7.7. Consider relation Ri[A, B,C] and a query πA(σB=1(R)). Suppose Ri

is represented by three partitions UA,UB,UC. In the default implementation the

query will be evaluated as

πA(σB=1(merge (merge (UA,UB),UC)))

If both UA and UB are independent of UC, we do not need to merge UC in when

evaluating the query, thus we can use the following query plan that will produce

equivalent results:

πA(σB=1(merge (UA,UB)))

However, if UC is reachable from either UA or UB in the respective dependency

clusters we need to merge it in in order to propagate the dependencies before

we can project out column C. �

We will consider two modes of evaluating queries on vertically partitioned

U-relational databases:

• Queries produce tuple-level representations
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• Queries produce vertically partitioned representations

In the first mode queries on vertically partitioned U-relations will result in

a tuple-level U-relation. This mode will typically be applied to cases where the

query is shown directly to the user, or used in database programs for iterating

over query results. The second mode of operation can be used in cases where

query results are saved to disk for later use, for example with the “create table”

statement. To demonstrate the second case consider the selection query S :=

σA=1(R) expressed with the following SQL statement:

create table S as

select * from R

where A = 1;

Suppose R has schema R[A, B,C] and partitions UR,A,UR,B,UR,C for each of the

attributes, respectively. If we evaluate the query according to the first mode, we

will produce a relation S represented by a single partition US ,ABC that can be

computed with the query

σA=1(merge(UR,A,UR,B,UR,C))

Trivially, the result will be a partition-independent U-relation.

If we follow the second evaluation strategy we can produce three partitions

for S: US ,A,US ,B,US ,C by applying the selection on the UR,A partition of R to obtain

US ,A, and computing US ,B,US ,C from UR,B,UR,C, respectively in a way that will en-

sure that S is reduced. Such processing can naturally destroy the independence

between partitions, unless additional measures are taken to guarantee it.
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[[ possible(Q1), S ]] := [[ Q1, S ]]

[[πX(Q1), S ]] := [[πX(Q1), S ∩ X]]

[[σφ(Q1), S ]] := [[ Q1, S ∪ A1]] , where φ on A1

[[ Q1 ⊲⊳φ Q2, S ]] := [[ Q1, S ∪ A]] ⊲⊳φ [[ Q2, S ∪ A]]

where φ on A

[[Ri, S ]] := RS∩sch(Ri)
i

Figure 7.4: Annotating relation names in a query with sets of attributes.

Next, we discuss how queries affect vertically partitioned databases, and

present an algorithm for maintaining partitions and dependency information.

We will consider as input a pair (U,GU) of a vertically partitioned U-relational

database U and its dependency graph GU , as defined above, and query Q on

U. The result of querying will be a pair (U′,GU′), where U′ is the U-relational

database obtained from U by adding the result of Q, and GU′ is the updated

graph containing dependencies for the result of the query Q.

First we define a simple procedure, that will take a relational algebra query

Q as input, and will annotate the relation names appearing in Q with the sets

of attributes needed for that relation. The result of this procedure will be a

query Q′ in which each relation name Ri is replaced by the symbol RS i
i where

S i is the set of attributes of Ri that are needed in Q. Figure 7.4 shows a top-

down rewriting scheme implementing the annotation procedure. Without loss

of generality we assume that attribute names are unique across relations. For a

query Q, the annotate rewriting scheme is seeded with S =
⋃

Ri in Q
sch(Ri), the set

of all attributes of the relations mentioned in Q.
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Given input query Q annotated with the attributes needed from each rela-

tion, and a dependency graph GU for the U-relational database, we modify the

rewriting of the base case for relation R of Figure 5.3 and Equation (5.1) in the

following way:

[[RS ]] = merge(U1, . . . ,Ul), where Ui ∈ S GU (7.2)

In the above rewriting relation R is replaced by the merge of all partitions reach-

able from partitions for attributes needed by the query Q.

Theorem 7.8. Let Q be a query involving relation Ri, A1, . . . , An be the attributes of

Ri involved in Q, and GU be the dependency graph for the U-relational database where

Q is being evaluated. Let Q̂ be the implementation of Q according to Chapter 5, that

merges all partitions for Ri. Let Q̂′ be the query obtained from Q̂ using the rewriting of

Chapter 5 with Rule (7.2) replacing Rule (5.1). Then Q̂ � Q̂′.

The theorem states that we only need to merge in those partitions that are

required by the query, or when a partition required by the query depends on

them.

Consider for example the U-relational database for relation R(A, B) in Fig-

ure 7.5 (a). Partitions U1 and U2 are independent with respect to tuples t1 and

t3 but are dependent for the t2-slice. The result of evaluating πB(R) is shown in

Figure 7.5 (b), and can be obtained by the query plan

σTR,t2(U2) ∪ πB(merge(σTR=t2U1, σTR=t2U2))

The slicing of vertical partitioning can be exploited in queries where tuples

are discarded due to a selection or join condition. For example, the selection in

the query πB(σB,8∧B,9(R)) will discard tuple t2 in Figure 7.5 and will eliminate
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U1 TR A D1

t1 1 (x 7→ 1,0.6)
t1 2 (x 7→ 2,0.4)
t2 3 (y 7→ 1,0.6)
t3 4 (u 7→ 1,0.5)
t3 5 (u 7→ 2,0.5)

U2 TR B D1

t1 6 (z 7→ 1,0.3)
t1 7 (z 7→ 2,0.2)
t2 8 (v 7→ 1,0.2)
t2 9 (v 7→ 2,0.2)
t3 10 (w 7→ 1,0.2)
t3 11 (w 7→ 2,0.8)

(a)

U2 TR B D1 D2

t1 6 (z 7→ 1,0.3)
t1 7 (z 7→ 2,0.2)
t2 8 (v 7→ 1,0.2) (y 7→ 1,0.6)
t2 9 (v 7→ 2,0.2) (y 7→ 1,0.6)
t3 10 (w 7→ 1,0.2)
t3 11 (w 7→ 2,0.8)

(b)

Figure 7.5: (a) U-relational database, and (b) result of applying πB(R).

the need to merge in partition U1, since the t1 and t3 slices of U2 are independent

of the corresponding slices in U1.

For query Q, U-relational database U and dependency graph GU on the hor-

izontal slices in U, the rewrite rule for a relation R looks like this:

[[RS ]] =
⋃

t− tuple id in R

{merge(σTR=tU1, . . . , σTR=tUl) | U
t
i ∈ S GU ,t} (7.3)

Queries producing vertical partitions

Here we investigate evaluating queries of the form create table S as

Q; that save the result of querying to disk, and are thus natural candidates for

producing results in partitioned form. The idea is that we want to execute the

query on each partition in parallel and update the dependency graph accord-
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ingly with new dependencies introduced by the query operators.

Before we present the algorithm for query processing, let us consider a selec-

tion σA=c(R), and let Ui, j be the partition containing R.A. To compute the result

we need to apply the condition on that partition, i.e. U′i, j = σA=cUi, j. To com-

pute the partitions for the remaining attributes we have several choices. Let

Ui,k[T R, Bi,k,Di,k] be a partition for R, k , j. To compute U′i,k we can do one of the

following two things:

1. U′i,k = πBi,k
(merge(U′i, j,Ui,k)), that is, we resolve the dependency between

the resulting partitions U′i, j and U′i,k by doing a merge. The resulting de-

pendency graph G′U will have no edge (U′i,k,Ui, j)′ even if the input graph

had an edge (Ui,k,Ui, j). Note that this is precisely the effect of applying

make-independent on the two partitions.

2. U′i,k = Ui,k XTR U′i, j, that is, we filter out the tuples from Ui,k that were

filtered by the selection and will not appear in the result in any world,

but we do not resolve any dependency from U′i, j to U′i,k that may have

been introduced by the selection. In the resulting graph we therefore add

an edge (U′i,k,U
′
i, j). Note that we will not add an edge (U′i, j,U

′
i,k) unless it

was already in: applying a filter on Ui, j can make the remaining partitions

dependent on it (since alternatives for tuples may be dropped from the

partition), but cannot make Ui, j dependent on the other partitions (unless

it was already dependent).

We will consider the effect of each query operator on the partitions and the

dependency graph, assuming the result of each operation is a relation S . For

selections and joins we use Rule (2) from above, but we can apply any combina-
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tion of the two rules for computing the partitions and the resulting dependency

graph.

1. Base case: Q = R

In the base case the partitions of the input relation, together with their

dependencies are copied over to the resulting relation:

• Partitions: for each partition Ui, j for R create a partition U′i, j for the

result of Q, such that U′i, j = ρTR 7→TS (Ui, j)

• Dependency graph: extend GU(V, E) to graph G′U(V ′, E′) such that:

V ′ = V ∪ {U′i, j | Ui, j − partition for R}

E′ = E ∪ {(U′i, j,U
′
i,k) | Ui, j,Ui,k − partitions for R, (U′i, j,Ui,k) ∈ E}

2. Selection with constant: Q = σA=c(Q1)

In the selection case we apply the selection condition on the partition con-

taining the selection attribute, and copy over the rest of the partition using

a semijoin on the tuple id to filter out tuples that are not in the result for

any of the worlds.

• Partitions: let Ui, j be the partition for Q1 containing A, and let R be

the result of Q1. Create partition U′i, j for the result of Q, such that

U′i, j = ρTR 7→TS (σA=cUi, j). For each other partition Ui,k for Q1 create a

partition U′i,k for the result of Q, such that U′i,k = ρTR 7→TS (Ui, j) XTS U′i, j.

• Dependency graph: extend GU(V, E) to graph G′U(V ′, E′) such that:

V ′ = V ∪ {U′i, j | Ui, j − partition for R}

E′ = E ∪ {(U′i, j,U
′
i,k) | Ui, j,Ui,k − partitions for R, (Ui, j,Ui,k) ∈ E}

∪{(U′i,k,U
′
i, j) | Ui, j − partition for A in R,Ui,k − partition for R}
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Join selection: Q = σA=B(Q1)

Join selections are processed in the same way as selections with a constant

with the only difference that if A and B are defined in separate partitions,

we need to merge those to evaluate the condition.

• Partitions: let Ui, j,Ui,k be the partition for Q1 containing A and B, re-

spectively, and let R be the result of Q1. If Ui, j = Ui,k, let Ui,l = Ui, j,

otherwise let Ui,l = merge(Ui, j,Ui,k). Create partition U′i,l for the re-

sult of Q, such that U′i,l = ρTR 7→TS (σA=BUi,l). For each other partition

Ui,m(m , j,m , k) for Q1 create a partition U′i,m for the result of Q, such

that U′i,m = ρTR 7→TS (Ui,m) XTS U′i,l.

• Dependency graph: extend GU(V, E) to graph G′U(V ′, E′) such that:

V ′ = V ∪ {U′i,l} ∪ {U
′
i,m | Ui,m − partition for R,m , j,m , k}

E′ = E ∪

{(U′i,m,U
′
i,n) | Ui,m,Ui,n − partitions for R, (Ui,m,Ui,n) ∈ E,

{m, n} ∩ { j, k} = ∅} ∪

{(U′i,m,U
′
i,l) | U′i,l − partition for A, B in S ,U′i,m − partition for S }

Projection: Q = πB̄(Q1)

When we project away attributes we need to make sure dependencies are

propagated to partitions for attributes in the projection set.

• Partitions: let Ui, j[T R, Bi, j,Di, j] be a partition for Q1 containing A ∈ B̄,

and let R be the result of Q1. Create partition U′i, j = ρTR 7→TS (πBi,k∩B̄(Ui, j)).

For each partition Ui,k[T R, Bi,k,Di,k] for Q1 such that Bi,k ∩ B̄ = ∅ find

a partition Ui, j defining A ∈ B̄ such that Ui,k is reachable from Ui, j. If
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such Ui, j exists, propagate the dependency from Ui,k to

U′i, j: U′i, j = πBi,k
(ρTR 7→TS (merge(Ui, j,Ui,k))).

• Dependency graph: extend GU(V, E) to graph G′U(V ′, E′) such that:

V ′ = V ∪ {U′i, j | Ui, j − partition for attribute A ∈ B̄ for R}

E′ = E ∪

{(U′i, j,U
′
i,k) | Ui, j,Ui,k − partitions for attributes in B̄ for R,

((Ui, j,Ui,k) ∈ E,

or there is partition Ui,l whose dependencies were

propagated to Ui,k and (Ui, j,Ui,l) ∈ E)}
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CHAPTER 8

PROBABILISTIC U-RELATIONS

The U-relational databases defined in Chapter 4 can elegantly model prob-

abilistic information by adding storing the probability distribution of the vari-

ables in the world table W. Recall that W contains tuples (x, v, p) for all domain

values v of a variable x, and p is the probability of x 7→ v. For each variable x

defined by W, the sum of the values πPr(σVar=x)(W) must equal one.

We use a function P to define the probability of a valuation as the product of

probabilities of its variable assignments:

P({x1 7→ v1, . . . , xn 7→ vn}) =
n
∏

i=1

P({xi 7→ vi}) (∗)

The probabilistic extension is orthogonal to the techniques for evaluating pos-

itive relational algebra queries described in Chapter 5. Since processing rela-

tional algebra queries only extends each world with the result of the query in it

without changing the world’s probabilities, the algorithms carry over with no

change to the probabilistic case as well. A different class of queries are those

that ask for confidence of tuples in the result of a query. Let U be a U-relation

representing the answer to a query q on a U-relational database. Then, the confi-

dence of a tuple a in the answer to q is the sum of the probabilities of the worlds

defined by U that contain a. Computing the confidence by enumerating all pos-

sible worlds, as the above definition suggested, is, however, not feasible. A

better approach is to compute the probability of the world-set represented by

the union of ws-descriptors associated with a in U:

P({d | ∃s(d, s, a) ∈ U})

In case only one tuple with ws-descriptor d in U matches the given tuple a, then
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(a) Network of friendships in Zachary’s karate club

Edge TE u v D
t1 27 34 (x1 7→ 1, 0.12)
t2 27 30 (x2 7→ 1, 0.12)
t3 27 30 (x3 7→ 1, 0.15)
t4 27 8 (x4 7→ 1, 0.20)
t5 30 29 (x5 7→ 1, 0.89)
t6 8 29 (x6 7→ 1, 0.05)
...

NoEdge TN u v D
s1 27 34 (x1 7→ 2, 0.88
s2 27 30 (x2 7→ 2, 0.88)
s3 27 30 (x3 7→ 2, 0.85)
s4 27 8 (x4 7→ 2, 0.80)
s5 30 29 (x5 7→ 2, 0.11)
s6 8 29 (x6 7→ 2, 0.95)

...

(b) Representing the network as a probabilistic U-relational database

U u w v D1 D2

27 30 29 (x3 7→ 1, 0.15) (x5 7→ 1, 0.89)
27 8 29 (x4 7→ 1, 0.20) (x6 7→ 1, 0.0.5)

(c) Possible connections of length no more than 2 between nodes 27 and 29

Figure 8.1: Modeling social networks as probabilistic U-relational
databases.
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the confidence of a can be trivially computed as P(d) using formula (*) above. In

the general case, however, the computation is #P-complete. This follows from

the mutual reducibility of the problem of computing the probability of the union

of the (possibly overlapping) world-sets represented by a set of ws-descriptors

and of the #P-complete problem of counting the number of satisfying assign-

ments of Boolean formulas in disjunctive normal form (DNF). Indeed, we can

encode a set of k ws-descriptors {xi
1 7→ vi

1, . . . , x
i
mi
7→ vi

mi
} (1 ≤ i ≤ k) as a formula

∨

1≤i≤k
(xi

1 = vi
1 ∧ . . . ∧ xi

mi
= vi

mi
).

Example 8.1. Figure 8.1 (a) shows a graph of friendship relationships in

Zachary’s karate club dataset [69]. Nodes are members of the club, and links

denotes that the two members are friends. Suppose friendship is not absolute,

thus each link is quantified with the likelihood that the two people are friends.

Figure 8.1 (b) shows a U-relational representation of (part of) the graph. We

use two relations Edge and NoEdge to describe edges which are in the database

and those that are not. Note that we use the same variable to make sure that the

existence of an edge is mutually exclusive from its non-existence.

Given this representation, we can compute the likelihood that nodes 27 and

29 are within distance two in the network, that is, they are either direct friends,

or share a friend in common. This query can be expressed as a self join on the

Edge relation. Assuming the U-relational database of Figure 8.1 is complete,

the possible paths between 27 and 29 of length no more than two are given in

U-relational form in subfigure (c) of that Figure. The probability p that the two

nodes are connected in the required way can be computed as the probability of

the formula p = Pr(x3 7→ 1∧ x5 7→ 1∨ x4 7→ 1∧ x6 7→ 1). Since the two clauses of

the DNF are independent (they share no variable in common), we compute the
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confidence value as

p = 1− (1− Pr(x3 7→ 1∧ x5 7→ 1))(1− Pr(x4 7→ 1∧ x6 7→ 1))

= 1− (1− 0.1335)(1− 0.01)= 0.142165

�

We next describe an approximation algorithm that computes the probability

of a DNF. The algorithm is an extension of the SPROUT techniques from [39],

also described in Section 3 for compiling a DNF formula into a so-called ws-tree.

Recall the definition from [39]: a ws-tree is a tree whose internal nodes are either

⊕ or ⊗, variable elimination and independence decomposition, respectively, and

whose leaves are the vacuously true ws-descriptor t. Edges are labeled with

variable assignments from the world-table W such that the following constraints

hold: (1) a variable can appear at most once on a path from the root to the leaf,

(2) the outgoing edges from a ⊕ node are labeled with different assignment of

the same variable, and (3) variables in the different subtrees rooted at the same

⊗ node are disjoint. Given a ws-tree T for a DNF Φ, the probability of Φ can be

computed using one traversal of T in the following way:

• If T is a leaf node {t}, then P(T ) = 1.

• If the root of T is ⊗ with subtrees T1,T2 with probabilities p1, p2, respec-

tively, then P(T ) = 1− (1− p1)(1− p2).

• If the root of T is ⊕ with edges x 7→ i, i ∈ [1, k], subtrees T1, . . . ,Tk and

probabilities p1, . . . , pk, respectively, then P(T ) =
∑

i
pi.
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Our approach to approximating confidence values is to partially material-

ize ws-trees1. Informally, a partial ws-tree is one where the leaf nodes do not

necessarily contain the constant t, but can contain the subset of clauses from

the given DNF consistent with the assignments on the respective path. Given a

partial ws-tree we can give a confidence interval to each node of the tree, such

that the real probability of the subtree rooted at that node lies in that interval.

The idea will then be to expand a partial ws-tree until the confidence interval

becomes tight enough, as specified by a user-defined error bound. The proba-

bility of a partial ws-tree can be bound in the following way. Let C = {c1, . . . , cn}

be a leaf node in a partial tree. Then the probability f of C lies in the interval

[ fmin, fmax] where fmin = mini P(ci), fmax = min(1,
∑

i P(ci)). Then the probability of

the tree is a function of P( f1), . . . , P( fn), where f1, . . . , fn are the leaves of the tree,

and lies in the interval [pmin, pmax] where pmin is obtained under P( fi) = f min
i , and

pmax is obtained under P( fi) = f max
i . It is easy to see that the confidence intervals

are shrinking with the expansion of a partial ws-tree. Moreover, if S ,T are two

partial ws-trees such that T is an expansion of S , and [smin, smax], [tmin, tmax] are the

corresponding confidence intervals, then the confidence intervals are nested,

that is smin ≤ tmin ≤ tmax ≤ smax.

Given a partial ws-tree T , the error bounds for T can be computed according

to the rules for computing the probability of a wsd-tree:

• If T is a leaf node with a set of clauses C, then

[tmin, tmax] = [max
c∈C

P(c),min(1,
∑

c∈C

P(c))]

1The techniques in this chapter were developed in parallel and are close to the spirit of [47].
The difference, as will become clear later our approach builds approximate ws-trees in a bottom-
up fashion, by stitching partially constructed ws-trees to form bigger ones, as opposed to the
aforementioned work where leaves of a partial ws-tree are expanded one at a time until the
desired bound is reached.
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• If the root of T is ⊗ with subtrees T1,T2 and error bounds

[t1
min, t

1
max], [t

2
min, t

2
max], respectively, then the error bound for T is:

[tmin, tmax] = [1 − (1− t1
min)(1− t2

min),1− (1− t1
max)(1− t2

max)]

• If the root of T is ⊕ with edges x 7→ i, subtrees T1, . . . ,Tk and error bounds

[ti
min, t

i
max], respectively, then the error bound for T is:

[tmin, tmax] = [
∑

i

P(x 7→ i) · ti
min,
∑

i

P(x 7→ i) · ti
max]

Example 8.2. Consider the partial ws-tree in Figure 8.2 which has two unex-

panded leaf nodes. We can bound the probability of the tree in a bottom up

fashion, starting at the leaves and propagating the bounds further up in the

tree. For example, the probability of the leaf node S {{y 7→ 1}, {z 7→ 1}} can be

bound as

smin = P(y 7→ 1) = 0.2, smax = P(y 7→ 1)+ P(z 7→ 1) = 0.6

For the probability bounds of the parent node we obtain

tmin = .1+ .4 · smin = .18, tmax = .1+ .4 · smax = .34

In the end we obtain as confidence interval for the tree [.426,0.769]. If the user

is willing to accept an error bigger than 0.343, then we can stop and return any

number from the confidence interval as result. Otherwise we can continue ex-

panding the ws-tree until the size of the confidence interval is below the user

specified error. �

We want to design an algorithm that quickly finds a “good” partial ws-tree,

i.e. one with small confidence interval. A simple idea would be to construct

the tree step by step, where at each step we decide to expand one leaf node of
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[.426,0.769]
⊗

[.18,.34]
⊕

{x, y, z}

1.0
t

x
.1
7→ 1

[.2,.6]
{{y 7→ 1}, {z 7→ 1}}

x
.4
7→ 2

[.3,.65]
{{u 7→ 1, v 7→ 1}, {u 7→ 2}}

{u, v}

Figure 8.2: Bounding the confidence interval of a partial ws-tree.

⊕

⊕

x 7→ 1

⊕

y 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 2

. . .

y 7→ 2

⊕

x 7→ 2

...

z 7→ 1

⊕

z 7→ 1

⊕

y 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 2

. . .

y 7→ 2

(a)

⊕

⊕

y 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 2

. . .

y 7→ 2

(b)

Figure 8.3: Partial ws-tree (a) and repeated fragment in it (b).

the partial ws-tree until we obtain a ws-tree satisfying the error requirements.

However, such a 1-step expansion can lead to suboptimal performance, as we

might be forced to perform the same expansion step more than once in different

branches of a partial ws-tree.
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Algorithm 5: Approx-confidence

Input: D = {C1, ...,Cm}: set of clauses, W: probability distribution for the
variables in D, ǫ: acceptable error

Output: p: probability that is within ǫ from P(D)
// Initialization
For each variable xi in D, construct tree Ti: root(Ti) = ⊕, and for each1

domain value j of xi there is an edge from xi with label xi 7→ j, to the set of
clauses from D consistent with xi 7→ j;
Let S be the set of trees Ti;2

For each i compute (mini,maxi) = er(Ti);3

// Expansion
while true do4

Choose trees Ti,T j from S and path K from Ti such that5

can combine(Ti,T j,K);
Let Tk = combine(Ti,T j,K);6

Tk = expand ind(Tk);7

(mink,maxk) = er(Tk); // conf bounds for new tree8

// Stopping condition
if (maxk − mink) ≤ ǫ then return P(Tk) else9

Add T to S ;10

Example 8.3. Consider for example the partial ws-tree in Figure 8.3 (a). Note

that both the left and the right subtree below the root contain the tree shown in

Figure 8.3 (b). �

With this motivation we will design a dynamic programming approach

where we compute parts of the partial ws-tree (also called shrubs) that can later

be stitched together to form new partial ws-trees.

Algorithm 4 shows the skeleton of constructing partial ws-trees for approxi-

mating confidence. The algorithm maintains a set of partially completed trees S .

Initially S contains one tree representing the possible assignments for a single

variable xi (lines 1-3). For example Figure 8.4 shows the initial step of the algo-

rithm given binary variables x, y, z, u, v. It then recursively proceeds to compute
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⊕

. . .

x 7→ 1

. . .

x 7→ 2

⊕

. . .

y 7→ 1

. . .

y 7→ 2

⊕

. . .

z 7→ 1

. . .

z 7→ 2

⊕

. . .

u 7→ 1

. . .

u 7→ 2

⊕

. . .

v 7→ 1

. . .

v 7→ 2

Figure 8.4: Initial set of ws-trees for binary variables x, y, z, u, v.

new partial ws-trees by combining pairs of trees from the tree pool, and com-

putes their confidence bounds (lines 6-8). The algorithm also checks whether

the leaves of newly computed tree can be decomposed using independence de-

composition. If the confidence bound for the new tree is smaller than the given

threshold, the algorithm returns the probability of the new tree as result, other-

wise the combination step is repeated with two new trees from the pool. The

function can combine() in line 5 checks whether condition (1) of the definition

of ws-trees is satisfied, namely that a variable can appear at most once on each

root-to-leaf path. Algorithm 6 implements this function. For efficiency, we can

keep a bitvector for each tree and path denoting which variables appear in that

tree or path, respectively.

Algorithm 6: can combine(T,T ′,K)

Input: T,T ′: partial ws-trees, K: path in T
Output: true, iff T ′ can be stitched with T via K
Let XK be the set of variables appearing on path K;1

Let X′ be the set of variables appearing on edges in T ′;2

if XK ∩ X′ = ∅ then3

return true4

return false5

We next discuss in more detail how to choose and combine partial ws-trees

from the pool, and how to recompute the confidence interval for newly created
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trees obtained by combining existing trees.

We will first consider how to construct trees that only contain the mutex

combination node ⊕. Consider first a complete ws-tree T which has only has

⊕ nodes, and which consists of a set of paths K1, . . . ,Kn. Since the paths are

mutually exclusive, the probability of T is simply the sum of the probabilities

of the paths it contains. Formally, let each path Ki be a sequence of variable

assignments xi1 7→ j1, . . . , xik 7→ jk. Then

P(T ) =
∑

i

P(Ki) =
∑

i

P(xi1 7→ j1) · . . . · P(xik 7→ jk)

Let now T = {K1, . . . ,Kn} be a partial ws-tree, let Ci be the set of clauses associ-

ated with Ki, and let Ci has confidence interval [mini,maxi]. Then the confidence

interval for T is simply

[tmin, tmax] =















∑

i

P(Ki) · mini,
∑

i

P(Ki) · maxi















Each path Ki in T contributes P(Ki) · (maxi−mini) to error for the error probability

of T . We will denote by δi = maxi − mini the length of the confidence interval for

the set of clauses Ci. Then for the length δT of the confidence interval of T we

get

δT =

∑

i

P(Ki) · δi (8.1)

Suppose now T is a tree that has relatively tight confidence interval and K is

a path in T that still has uncertainty. If P(K) is relatively high, then cutting down

the uncertainty in the leaf of K will have big impact on the error bounds for T .

Suppose now T ′ is another tree that has relatively tight confidence interval, and

suppose T ′ has no overlap with the variables on K. Then we can expand K by
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⊕

x 7→ 1

T1

x 7→ 2

T2

. . .

K x 7→ n

Tn

⊕

y 7→ 1

T ′1

y 7→ 2

T ′2

y 7→ 3

T ′n

(a) Tree T and path K in it. (b) Tree T ′.

⊕

x 7→ 1

T1

x 7→ 2

T2

⊕

K

y 7→ 1

T ′1

y 7→ 2

T ′2

y 7→ 3

T ′n

x 7→ n

Tn

(c) Tree resulting from stitching T ′ at the end of K in T .

Figure 8.5: Stitching partial ws-trees.

stitching T ′ to T by coping it at the end of K. This step is graphically depicted

in Figure 8.5.

Algorithm 7 describes the combination step for stitching two partial ws-trees

T and T ′ via path K in T . The new leaves of T are computed by intersecting the

set of clauses of T ′ with the clause set at K: these are the clauses that are consis-

tent with both the path K and the respective path from T ′. If no clauses remain

consistent after the intersection, we can remove that path from the resulting tree.

To recompute the error bound of the new tree (assuming there are only mu-

tex nodes in it), we do the following. Let δT be the original error bound of tree

T , δ be the original error bound for the leaf at path K, P(K) be the probability of
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Algorithm 7: combine(T,T ′,K)
Input: T,T ′: partial ws-trees, K: path in T
Output: T ∗: partial ws-trees obtained by stitching T ′ at the end of K in T
Let C be the clause set at the end of K;1

foreach path K′ in T ′ do2

Let C′ be the clause set at the end of K′;3

Replace C′ by C ∩C′, where the intersection is done based on the4

original ids of the clauses, and the resulting clause set is simplified by
removing the variable assignments from K;
if C′ = ∅ then Remove K′ from T ′;5

Replace C in T by T ′;6

the path K and δ′ be the modified probability of tree T ′ after it has been stitched

to K. Then the new error bound δ′T for the modified tree T can be computed as:

δ′T = δT + P(K)(δ′ − δ) (8.2)

Stitching two ws-trees together when those contain also independence de-

composition nodes ⊗ can be done in the same way as for the restricted case of ⊕-

only ws-trees using Algorithm 7. Recomputing the bounds however is slightly

more complicated than in the simple case, as the probability is no longer purely

additive. We will therefore store at each node the error bounds for the subtree

rooted at that node. After stitching two trees together via a path, we will recom-

pute the intermediate probabilities of all nodes on that path, where the error

bounds at the root node will be the desired new error bounds of the modified

tree. Note that we do not to recompute error bounds in other subtrees.
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CHAPTER 9

EXPERIMENTS

Prototype Implementation. We implemented the query translator of Fig. 5.3.

We also extended the C implementation of the TPC-H population gen-

erator version 2.6 build 1 [65] to generate attribute and tuple-level U-

relations and ULDBs. The code is available on the MayBMS project page

(http://www.cs.cornell.edu/database/maybms).

Setup. The experiments were performed on a 3GHZ/1GB Pentium running

Linux 2.6.13 and PostgreSQL 8.2.3.

Generation of uncertain data. The following parameters were used to tune

the generation: scale (s), uncertainty ratio (x), correlation ratio (z), and maximum

alternatives per field (m). The (dbgen standard) parameter s is used to control the

size of each world; x controls the percentage of (uncertain) fields with several

possible values, and m controls how many possible values can be assigned to

a field. The parameter z defines a Zipf distribution for the variables with dif-

ferent dependent field counts (DFC). The DFC of a variable is the number of

tuple fields dependent on that variable. We use the parameter z to control the

attribute correlations: For n uncertain fields, there are ⌈C∗zi⌉ variables with DFC

i, where C = n(z−1)/(zk+1−1), i.e., n =
k
Σ

i=0
(C ∗zi). Thus greater z values correspond

to higher correlations in the data. The number of domain values of a variable

with DFC k > 1 is chosen using the formula pk−1 ∗
k
Π
i=1

(mi), where mi is the num-

ber of different values for the i-th field dependent on that variable and p is the

probability that a combination of possible values for the k fields is valid. This

assumption fits naturally to data cleaning scenarios. Previous work [8] shows

that chasing dependencies on WSDs enforces correlations between field values
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Q1: possible (select o.orderkey, o.orderdate,
o.shippriority from customer c, orders o, lineitem l
where c.mktsegment = ’BUILDING’
and c.custkey = o.custkey and o.orderkey =

l.orderkey
and o.orderdate > ’1995-03-15’ and l.shipdate <

’1995-03-17’)

Q2: possible (select extendedprice from lineitem
where
shipdate between ’1994-01-01’ and ’1996-01-01’
and discount between ’0.05’ and ’0.08’ and quantity
< 24)

Q3: possible (select n1.name, n2.name from sup-
plier s, lineitem l,
orders o, customer c, nation n1, nation n2 where
n2.nation=’IRAQ’
and n1.nation=’GERMANY’ and c.nationkey =
n2.nationkey
and s.suppkey = l.suppkey and o.orderkey =
l.orderkey
and c.custkey = o.custkey and s.nationkey =

n1.nationkey)

Figure 9.1: Queries used in the experiments.

TPC-H
s z dbsize #worlds Rng dbsize #worlds Rng dbsize #worlds Rng dbsize

0.01 0.1 17 10857.076 21 82 107955.30 57 85 1079354.1 57 114
0.01 0.5 17 10523.031 71 82 104724.56 901 88 1046675.6 662 139
0.05 0.1 85 104287.23 22 389 1039913.8 33 403 10396137 65 547
0.05 0.5 85 102549.14 178 390 1023515.5 449 416 10232650 1155 672
0.10 0.1 170 108606.77 27 773 1079889.9 49 802 10793611 53 1090
0.10 0.5 170 105044.65 181 776 1046901.8 773 826 10466038 924 1339
0.50 0.1 853 1043368.0 49 3843 10400185 71 3987 103.97e+06 85 5427
0.50 0.5 853 1025528.9 214 3856 10234840 1832 4012 102.33e+062586 6682
1.00 0.1 1706 1087203.0 57 7683 10800997 99 7971 107.94e+06 113 11264
1.00 0.5 1706 1051290.9 993 7712 10470401 1675 8228 104.66e+063392 13312

x = 0.0 x = 0.001 x = 0.01 x = 0.1

Figure 9.2: Total number of worlds, max. number of domain values for a
variable (Rng), and size in MB of the U-relational database for
each of our settings.
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possible

merge

πshippriority(o) πo.orderkey,o.orderdate

Zorderkey

merge

πorderkey(o) πo.orderdate

Zcustkey

merge

πcustkey(o) σo.orderdate

πorderdate(o)

merge

πcustkey(c) π∅

σc.mktsegment

πmktsegment(c)

merge

πorderkey(l) π∅

σl.shipdate

πshipdate(l)

Figure 9.3: Query plan for Q1 using merge.

and removes combinations that violate the dependencies. We considered here

that after correlating two variables with arbitrary DFCs, only p ∗ 100percent of

the combinations satisfy the constraints and are preserved.

The uncertain fields are assigned randomly to variables. This can lead to

correlations between fields belonging to different tuples or even to different re-

lations. This fits to scenarios where constraints are enforced across tuples or

relations. We do not assume any kind of independence of our initial data as

done in several other approaches [24, 15].

For the experiments, we fixed p to 0.25, m to 8, and varied the remain-

ing parameters as follows: s ranges over (0.01,0.05,0.1,0.5,1), z ranges over

(0.1,0.25,0.5), and x ranges over (0.001,0.01,0.1).

An important property of our generator is that any world in a U-relational

database shares the properties of the one-world database generated by the orig-

inal dbgen: the sizes of relations are the same and the join selectivities are ap-

proximately equal. We checked this by randomly choosing one world of the

U-relational database and comparing the selectivities of joins on the keys of the
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Figure 9.4: Sizes of query answers for settings with scale 1.

TPC-H relations for different scale factors and uncertainty ratios.

Queries. We used the three queries from Fig. 9.1. Query Q1 is a join of three

relations of large sizes. Query Q2 is a select-project query on the relation lineitem

(the largest in our settings). Query Q3 is a fairly complex query that involves

joins between six relations. All queries use the operator ‘possible’ to retrieve the

set of matches across all worlds. Note that these queries are modified versions

of Q3, Q6, and Q7 of TPC-H where all aggregations are dropped (dealing with

aggregation is subject to future work).

Fig. 9.4 shows that our queries are moderately selective and their answer

sizes increase with uncertainty x and marginally with correlation z. For scale

1, the answer sizes range from tens of thousands to tens of millions of tuples.

There is only one setting (z = 0.25and x = 0.1) where one of our queries, Q3, has

an empty answer. Before the execution, the queries were optimized using our

U-relation-aware optimizations. Fig. 9.3 shows Q1 after optimizations.

Characteristics of U-relations. Following Fig. 9.2, the U-relational databases

are exponentially more succinct than databases representing all worlds individ-

ually: while the number of worlds increases exponentially (when varying the

uncertainty ratio x), the database size increases only linearly. The case of x = 0

corresponds to one world generated using the original dbgen. Interestingly, to
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Figure 9.5: Performance of query evaluation for various scale, uncertainty,
and correlation.

represent 108·106
worlds, the U-relational database needs about 6.7 times the size

of one world.

An increase of the scaling factor leads to an exponential increase in the

number of worlds and only to a linear increase in the size of the U-relational

database. Although we only report here on experiments with scale factors up

to 1, further experiments confirmed that similar characteristics are obtained for

larger scales, too. An increase of the correlation parameter leads to a moderate

relative increase in the database size. When compared to one-world databases,

the sizes of U-relational databases have increase factors that vary from 6.2 (for

z = 0.1) to 8.2 (for z = 0.5).

Query Evaluation on U-relations. We run four times our set of three queries

on the 45 different datasets reported in Fig. 9.2. For each query and correla-

tion ratio, Fig. 9.5 has a log-log scale diagram showing the median evaluation

(including storage) time in seconds as a function of the scale and uncertainty

parameters ([5] also shows diagrams for z = 0.25). The different lines in each of
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the diagrams correspond to different uncertainty ratios.

Fig. 9.5 shows that the evaluation of our queries is efficient and scalable. In

our largest scenario, where the database has size 13 GB and represents 108·106

worlds with 1.4 GBs each world, query Q3 involving five joins is evaluated in

less than two and a half minutes. One explanation for the good performance is

the use of attribute-level representation. This allows to first compute the joins

locally using only the join attributes and later merge in the remaining attributes

of interest. Another important reason for the efficiency is that due to the sim-

plicity of our rewritings, PostgreSQL optimizes the queries in a fairly good way.

([5] shows an optimized query plan produced by the PostgreSQL ‘explain’ state-

ment for the rewriting of Q2.)

The evaluation time varies linearly with all of our parameters. For Q1 (Q2

and Q3 respectively) we witnessed a factor of up to 6 (4 and 10 respectively) in

the evaluation time when varying the uncertainty ratio from 0.001 to 0.1. When

the correlation ratio is varied from 0.1 to 0.5, the evaluation time increases by a

factor of up to 3; this is also explained by the increase in the input and answer

sizes, cf. Fig.s 9.2 and 9.4. When the scale parameter is varied from 0.01 to 1, the

evaluation time increases by a factor of up to 400; in case of Q3 and z = 0.5, we

also noticed some outliers where the increase factor is around 1000.

Effect of attribute-level representation. We also performed query evaluation

on tuple-level U-relations, which represent the same world-set as the attribute-

level U-relations of Fig. 9.2, and on Trio’s ULDBs [15] obtained by a (rather di-

rect) mapping from the tuple-level U-relations. To date, Trio has no native sup-

port for the possible operator or the removal of erroneous tuples in the query

answer, though this effect can be obtained as part of the confidence computa-
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tion1. For that reason, we decided to compare the evaluation times of queries

without the possible operator and without the (expensive) removal of erroneous

tuples or confidence computation (which is an exponential-time problem). Since

our data exhibits a high degree of (randomly generated) dependency, its ULDB

representation has lineage and thus join queries can introduce erroneous tuples

in the answer. The Trio prototype was set to use the (faster) SPI interface of

PostgreSQL (and not its default python implementation).
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Figure 9.6: Querying attribute-level and tuple-level U-relations in
MayBMS and ULDBs in Trio.

Fig. 9.6 compares the evaluation time on attribute- and tuple-level U-

relations in MayBMS, and ULDBs for small scenarios of 1% uncertainty, our

lowest correlation factor 0.1, and scale up to 0.1. On attribute-level U-relations,

the queries perform several times better than on tuple-level U-relations and by

an order of magnitude better than ULDBs. This is because attribute-level data

allows for late materialization: selections and joins can be performed locally and

tuple reconstruction is done only for successful tuples. We witnessed that an in-

crease in any of our parameters would create prohibitively large (exponential

in the arity) tuple-level representations. For example, for scale 0.01 and uncer-

tainty 10%, relation lineitem contains more than 15M tuples compared to 80K in

each of its vertical partitions.

1Personal communication with the TRIO team as of June 2007.
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CHAPTER 10

DATABASE PROGRAMMING

A database programming model enables the development of applications

that access and manipulate data stored in a database from a high-level pro-

gramming language. A database program connects to a DBMS and can exe-

cute update commands, or issue queries and obtain cursors to iterate over the

result. APIs provide means of accessing the data without knowing how the

data is stored on disk, and often allow for porting programs between different

database management systems. We next propose and study the properties of a

programming model for uncertain data.

10.1 Queries and updates on uncertain DBMSs

We consider queries and updates specified using the SQL select, insert, update

and delete statements. We take the possible worlds semantics to define the

meaning of queries and updates. A query, applied on a set of possible worlds

extends each world with the result of the query in that world. Similarly, an

update operation is executed on each world of the world-set. For querying we

will also consider the operator con f for computing the confidence of the possi-

ble tuples in the result of a query. The confidence of a tuple t is defined as the

sum of the probabilities of all worlds containing t. We also consider two special

cases of this operator: possible, which computes all possible tuples (tuples with

confidence greater than 0), and certain, which returns the tuples appearing in all

possible worlds (i.e., confidence = 1), see e.g. [9].

There have been a number of studies on how to evaluate queries on uncer-
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U1 TID A D1

t1 1 (x1 7→ 1,0.2)
t1 2 (x1 7→ 2,0.8)
t2 3 (x2 7→ 1,0.6)
t2 4 (x2 7→ 2,0.4)

U2 TID B D1

t1 1 (y1 7→ 1,0.1)
t1 2 (y1 7→ 2,0.9)
t2 2 (y2 7→ 1,1)

U1 TID A D1 D2

t1 8 (x1 7→ 1,0.2) (y1 7→ 1,0.1)
t1 1 (x1 7→ 1,0.2) (y1 7→ 2,0.9)
t1 8 (x1 7→ 2,0.8) (y1 7→ 1,0.1)
t1 2 (x1 7→ 2,0.8) (y1 7→ 2,0.9)
t2 3 (x2 7→ 1,0.6)
t2 4 (x2 7→ 2,0.4)

(a) (b)

Figure 10.1: Updating uncertain databases: (a) U-relational database; (b)
relation U1 after applying the update of Example 10.1.

tain databases by translating them into queries on the representation, see e.g.

[34, 14, 6]. None of the present works however has considered the problem of

applying updates on uncertain databases. As with querying, we would like

to execute updates on the representation rather than iterate over the possible

worlds.

Most systems for managing uncertain data use a compact representation for

storing large sets of worlds. This usually means that tuple or attribute val-

ues that appear in several worlds are stored only once, with additional con-

straints that describe to which worlds they belong. Correlations are represented

by means of lineage in Trio, using world-set descriptors in MayBMS, and with

graphical models in [55].

We will use as running example the U-relational database of Figure 10.1 (a)

representing a relation R(A, B) in an uncertain database. It consists of two ver-

tical partitions U1[TID; A; D1] and U2[TID; B; D1) containing the possible values

for the A and the B attribute of R, respectively. The column D1 in the two re-

lations is used to specify correlations of the possible values. For example t1.A

has a value of 1 whenever the variable x1 is mapped to 1 (which happens with
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probability 0.2), and with probability 0.8 has value 2 whenever x1 7→ 2. In this

way the U-relational database represents compactly eight possible worlds, one

for each of the possible combinations of values for the variables x1, x2, y1, y2.

Example 10.1. Let T1 be an operation that updates R:

T1: update R set A = 8 where B = 1;

This operation will update tuple t1 for the worlds where B = 1. These worlds

are constructed by taking y1 to be 1. However, the current representation does

not capture the desired correlation; therefore we need to create two copies of

each of the alternatives of tuple t1 in U1 for the cases where it has to be updated

or not. To compute the result we have to undo part of the decomposition, as

shown in Figure 10.1 (b). �

Intuitively, each update operation consists of two steps: in the first one we

create copies of those tuples that will need to be updated in some worlds only,

and in the second step we execute the update. The first step only changes the

representation, but not the world-set itself. We only decompress when it is nec-

essary – when in some world the attribute value needs to be updated, and we

do not merge in tuples that will not be updated in any world.

10.2 Programming interface

The programming language we will use is summarized in Figure 10.2. As in

the classical setting of certain databases, a database program is a sequence of
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construct meaning

update statements Execution of SQL create table, insert, update and
delete queries. The query statements can be con-
structed using constants, values read from the
database or user-supplied values.

read($x,$xin); Read user input into variable $xin. The user is dis-
played a prompt $x.

write($x); User output operation. The program can output mes-
sages to the user, including values stored in tuple vari-
ables.

+,-,*,/ Arithmetic operations on variables and constants.
for($t in Q){P} Iterate over the result of a query Q and execute the

nested program P for each binding of the tuple vari-
able $t. The query language we consider is an ex-
tension of SQL with the keywords possible and cer-
tain, that compute the tuples appearing in some, or all
worlds, respectively, and the construct conf returning
the confidence of a tuple in the result of a query.

Figure 10.2: Language constructs for database programming.

statements that can execute select and update commands on the database, it-

erate over query results and provide user interaction through read and write

commands.

How are programs executed on an uncertain database? We strive for a

model for database programs for uncertain databases that satisfies the following

desiderata. First, the execution model should be independent of the underlying

uncertain database management system. This is important as it will allow port-

ing of programs between different uncertain DBMSs. Second, programs should

allow for efficient execution. Third, despite the fact that data is uncertain, pro-

grams should have intuitive user interfaces and should not expect users of the

program to be aware of the uncertainty.

To satisfy the first requirement, we naturally adopt the possible worlds se-

mantics that has been the standard semantics used to define the meaning of

queries on uncertain databases. According to this, the program is executed in
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all worlds in parallel; within a world it behaves in the same way as on a com-

plete database; all updates the program makes are applied to the current world.

Of course, a direct implementation of this semantics is unrealistic as there are far

too many worlds that can be represented by an uncertain database. In the con-

text of querying several works have studied [34, 6, 14] how to avoid iterating

over the possible worlds and evaluate a query directly on the representation.

While for queries specified in a relational query language it is often possible

to find an efficient translation of the query into one on the representation, a

database programming language provides richer capabilities, such as executing

updates, branching and user interaction that complicate the situation. In the

next sections we study the implications of the requirements specified above. We

will study criteria for programs to have an observationally deterministic behav-

ior and will provide algorithms for optimizing database programs for set-based

execution.
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CHAPTER 11

OPTIMIZING DATABASE PROGRAMS

The programming model of Chapter 10 is very powerful and allows for

the writing of interesting but also potentially infeasible programs that access

the database. We defined the semantics of a database program on uncertain

databases to be the one where the program is executed on all worlds in parallel.

A direct implementation of this semantics is not possible as uncertain DMBSs

often represent compactly a large number of possible worlds. We would there-

fore like to execute programs in bulk on all worlds at the same time.

Chapter 5 has studied how to translate queries on world-sets into ones on the

representation, and in Chapter 10 we have seen how to do this for updates as

well. A database program has richer constructs such as branching and loops and

it is not clear how to map those to operations on the representation, as the flow

of execution can be different on each world of the world-set. For that we will

study techniques for unnesting programs, i.e. mapping programs to a sequence

of read and write operations with no branching and loops. Another major is-

sue is that a database program allows users to interact with the database via

the read() and write() commands. This can cause problems whenever the user

is returned output that is not the same in all worlds or when user is asked to

supply different input in each world. Given that uncertain DBMSs often store

an exponential number of worlds, such behavior is clearly unacceptable. We

will therefore require that the uncertain database be observationally indistin-

guishable from a complete database (i.e. single-world database). We word this

property observational determinism: a program is called observationally determin-

istic if the user interaction in terms of input and output of the program in one
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world is identical to the user interaction in all other worlds of the world-set.

We will first treat the problems of checking for observational determinism

and of unnesting updates in isolation. We will start by discussing a method

for statically checking whether a given program is observationally deterministic

using a technique called c-indicators. We will then present rules that map up-

date programs to linear sequences of update statements. The techniques from

Sections 11.2 and 11.1 will be then used as building blocks of an algorithm that

optimizes a database program containing both user interaction and updates.

11.1 Checking observational determinism

A program P is not observationally deterministic whenever it involves different

user interaction in each world of the world-set. Let x() be a user interaction

operation that appears in P and let Q be the query that binds the values for x().

Then we can reason about whether x() is the same in all worlds by checking

whether the query Q produces only certain results. We illustrate the idea with

the following examples.
R A B C
t1 {1,2,3} {4,5} 6
t2 7 8 9
t3 10 {11,12,13} 14

Figure 11.1: Or-set relation

Example 11.1. Consider for example an uncertain database that stores data as

the or-set relation of Figure 11.1. Some fields of the table contain sets, the seman-

tics being that one of the values in the set is the correct one for the respective

field. In our example the table represents 3 * 2 * 3 = 18 possible worlds over

schema R(A, B,C), one for each combination of values in the or-sets. Consider
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the following three programs that run on R1:

P1: for($t in "select * from R") write($t);

P2: for($t in "select possible * from R") write($t);

P3: for($t in select certain * from R where A=1

union select * from R where A <> 1")

if($t.A=1) write($t);

When executing P1 we run into the problem that the output is not the same in all

worlds. On the other hand P2 is observationally deterministic, as in each world

it outputs the possible tuples, i.e. the tuples that appear in at least one world.

For our example the program will print 10 tuples in total: the different versions

of t1, t2 and t3. Deciding whether a program is observationally deterministic is

not always simple. Consider P3: If we trace the origin of the tuples that are

output by this program, we will see that these are exactly the certain tuples

with A-value 1 in R. Thus the program satisfies observational determinism. �

We next present our algorithm for deciding whether a program is observa-

tionally deterministic. We first construct a query corresponding to each user

interaction (UI) operation in the program, and we couple this with a procedure

for deciding whether a query produces only certain results.

Let us suppose that we have annotated the input database and we know

which tuples are certain and which are not. More precisely, for each input

relation R, we think of R as consisting of two disjoint partitions R = Rc ∪ Ru,

where Rc contains the certain tuples of R, and Ru: the tuples that appear only in

1While the programs are somewhat artificial, they are simple enough and help demonstrate
the challenges when deciding whether a program is observationally deterministic.
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Let R − relation name, φ − boolean condition

Q,Q1,Q2 − queries in RA+ ∪ {conf,possible,certain}

[[R]] := (Rc,Ru)

[[πU(Q)]] := (πU([[ Q]] c), πU([[ Q]] u))

[[σφ(Q)]] := (σφ([[ Q]] c), σφ([[ Q]] u))

[[ Q1 ⊲⊳φ Q2]] := ([[ Q1]] c ⊲⊳φ [[ Q2]] c, [[ Q1]] u ⊲⊳φ [[ Q2]] u ∪ [[ Q1]] c ⊲⊳φ [[ Q2]] u ∪ [[ Q1]] c ⊲⊳φ [[ Q2]] u)

[[ Q1 ∪ Q2]] := ([[ Q1]] c ∪ [[ Q2]] c, [[ Q1]] u ∪ [[ Q2]] u)

[[conf(Q)]] := ([[ Q]] c ∪ possible([[Q]] u), ∅)

[[possible(Q)]] := ([[ Q]] c ∪ possible([[Q]] u), ∅)

[[certain(Q)]] := ([[ Q]] c, ∅)

Figure 11.2: Propagation of certainty during querying and update opera-
tions.

some worlds. Rc and Ru can be computed with the queries Rc
= certain(R) and

Ru
= R − certain(R). According to our semantics both queries Rc and Ru produce

one result for each world, where the result of Rc is the same in all worlds, and

the one of Ru is potentially different.

It is interesting to see how the annotations propagate from the input into the

results of querying. For example a selection applied on a relation R can only

discard tuples, but cannot make any uncertain tuples certain, and vice versa:

no certain tuple will become uncertain. A ’possible’ query will make all tuples

from the input certain in the result since every world will contain those tuples.

Figure 11.2 defines an operator [[ ·]] that takes a query expressed in positive

relational algebra extended with the confidence computation predicate and its

two special cases: possible and certain, and returns a pair of queries (Qc,Qu),

whose components compute the certain and the uncertain tuples in the result,

respectively. This construction is conservative in the sense that it produces cor-

rect results but can omit some on particular inputs. This is the case for queries
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containing either a projection or a union operation. For example if we apply

the projection πC(R) on the world-set represented as the or-set relation of Fig-

ure 11.1, all tuples in the result are certain although the only certain tuple in the

input was t2. Nevertheless, we shall see that for performing static checks, no

other construction will produce better results and will be correct on all inputs.

Example 11.2. The query Q = σA=1(certain(σA=1(R))∪σA,1(R)) corresponds to the

write statement of P3 of Example 11.1. Applying the construction of Figure 11.2

yields the pair of queries (σA=1(Rc), σA=1∧A,1(Ru)). Independent of the actual in-

stance of the database, we can conclude that P3 is observationally deterministic,

as the query defining the uncertain partition of the result has an unsatisfiable

selection condition and will always return the empty set as result. �

Using these ideas we can construct a procedure, called c-indicator, that “cer-

tifies” tuples that are certain in the result of a query.

Ideally we would like to design c-indicators that do not require evaluation of

the whole query and then checking which tuples are certain in the output, but

instead try to predict this information based on the query and possibly on some

constraints that hold on the data. We can measure the quality of a c-indicator

based on two criteria. The first one asks for soundness of the c-indicator, that

is, that no false positives are produced. The second condition requires that the

c-indicator is as close as possible in predicting which tuples are certain in the

output. We formalize these requirements below.

Definition 11.3. We say that a c-indicatorC is sound if for all queries Q, databases

A and tuples t, if C(Q)(t,A) = true, then t is certain in Q(A). A c-indicator C dom-

inates another c-indicator C′ (C ⊃ C′) iff for all tuples t, queries Q and databases

A, if C′(Q)(t,A) = true, then C(Q)(t,A) = true, and there is a tuple t such that
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C(Q)(t,A) = true and C′(Q)(t,A) = f alse. This means that C identifies strictly

more tuples as being certain than C′. A c-indicator C is maximal iff there is no

other c-indicator C′ for the same query Q such that C′ ⊃ C.

There are two obvious solutions to the problem of constructing a c-indicator

which is sound. The first one is a procedure that rejects all tuples and is there-

fore trivially guaranteed to produce no false positives. The second way is to en-

close the input query Q in a ’certain’ construct and check whether the condition

t ∈ certain(Q) is satisfied. This c-indicator will not only be sound but maximal as

well. However, deciding tuple Q-certainty, that is, whether a tuple is certain in

the result of a query is coNP-hard on succinct representation systems [34]. Suc-

cinct representation systems are such that can represent an exponentially large,

or even infinite set of worlds. For example, the tuple-independent model of [24]

can represent 2n possible worlds using n tuples only. Ideally we would like to

have c-indicators that use relational algebra only. We will relax this condition to

allow querying certain tuples in the input relations. Intuitively, we can annotate

the certain tuples once at the beginning, and then incrementally maintain the

annotations when the database is updated.

Theorem 11.4. For each query Q expressed in positive relational algebra with possible

and certain there exists a c-indicator using relational algebra operators only which is

sound and maximal when we assume no knowledge about the data.

Proof sketch. Using the construction [[ ·]] of Figure 11.2, we define a c-indicator

Cpr (pr stands for propagating uncertainty, the idea used in defining [[ ·]] ) as the

following test: Cpr(Q)(t,A) := {t ∈ [[ Q]] c(A)}.

Cpr is sound and maximal. Let A be an uncertain database, Q be a query ex-
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Algorithm 8: Checking observational determinism

Input: P: program
Output: true or false
foreach UI operation x() in P do1

Qx be the query corresponding to x();2

if [[ Qx]] u is satisfiable then3

return false;4

return true;5

pressed in positive relational algebra with possible and certain over the schema

of A and t be a tuple in the schema of Q. By induction on the structure of the

query Q we show that if t ∈ [[ Q]] c(A), then t is certain in Q(A). On the other

hand, if t < [[ Q]] c(A), then there is a witness world-set B such that t is not pos-

sible in Q(B). If Q is a positive relational algebra query, we can take as witness

the world-set B0 containing one world where all relations are empty. �

Finally, using the idea of c-indicators we construct a procedure that auto-

matically decides whether a given program is observationally deterministic or

not on all inputs. For each UI operation x() of the given program P we compute

the query Qx that corresponds to x() by composing the for-loop statements that

are ancestors of x() in the parse tree of P. Algorithm 5 rewrites Qx using the c-

indicator rules of Figure 11.2 and checks whether the uncertain partition of that

query is satisfiable.

Theorem 11.5. Algorithm 5 rejects all programs that are not observationally determin-

istic.
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read("Enter license plate, location and color:",
$x,$loc,$col);

if (select * from cars where num=$x != NULL) {
if (select * from cars where num=$x and loc=$loc

and color=$col != NULL)
update cars set wit=wit+1
where num=$x and loc=$loc and color=$col;

else insert into cars values($x,$loc,$col,1);
}
else insert into cars values ($x,$loc,$col,1);

Figure 11.3: Modification of the program of Figure 1.9 for adding new ev-
idence to a police database.

11.2 Unnesting updates

We next study how an update program can be turned into a sequence of update

statements without for-loops or if-conditions.

Example 11.6. Consider a modification of the program from Chapter 1 that sat-

isfies observational determinism in Figure 11.3.

We can linearize the program by mapping the if-else block to the following

three update statements:

update cars set wit=wit+1

where num=$x and loc=$loc and color=$col;

insert into cars select $x,$loc,$col,1

where not exists (select * from cars where num=$x

and loc=$loc and color=$col)

and exists (select * from cars where num=$x);

insert into cars select $x,$loc,$col,1

where not exists (select * from cars where num=$x);
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This program is equivalent to the first one. Using the techniques of Chapter 10

we can translate it into a program on the representation, which then executes

on all worlds at the same time. �

As seen in the above example we can often push if-conditions into the where-

clause of an update operation. For this to work however we need to restrict the

update such that it does not interfere with subsequent operations necessary to

evaluate a query. For example if we exchange the first and the second update

statement of the second program we will obtain a different result, although ex-

changing the if and the else block of the first program does not change its se-

mantics.

We next formalize rules for unnesting update programs. We consider a

somewhat simplified version of the API from Chapter 10, where the control

structures are only for-loops. Moreover, for the time being, we restrict ourselves

to updates of the following kind. Let R be a relation, {A1, . . . , Am} ⊆ sch(R),

c1, . . . , cn be constants and φ be a condition involving constants and attributes

of R. We will restrict ourselves to updates that add tuples of constant values, or

change tuples fields to constant values. The updates are thus of the following

form:

update R set Ā = c̄ where φ;

where Ā = c̄ is a shortcut for A1 = c1, . . . , Am = cm.

Let Qφ denote the semi-join query returning the tuples of R that need to be

updated. Moreover, suppose that sch(R) = {A1, . . . , Am, B1, . . . Bn}, which we ab-

breviate as Ā, B̄. Then the relation R′ resulting from executing U on R can be
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Let Q be a query and φ a condition involving constants and
attributes of R.
Moreover, let φ(t) be obtained from φ by replacing all occur-
rences of $t by t.

for($t in Q){update R set Ā = c̄ where φ;}
⊢ update R set Ā = c̄ where φ′; with φ′ =

∨

t∈Q φ(t).

Figure 11.4: Simple rule for unnesting update programs.

obtained by the query:

R′ := (R − Qφ) ∪ πB̄,c̄ as Ā(Qφ)

We can define in a similar way the result of SQL insert and delete statements.

To define rules for optimizing programs, we rely on the independence of

queries from the updates:

Definition 11.7. Let Q be a query and U be an update operation. For a database

A let U(A) denote the database obtained as a result of executing U on A. We

say that Q is independent of U iff for any input databaseA, Q(A) = Q(U(A)).

Figure 11.4 shows a rewrite rule that can be applied iteratively to optimize

a database program. Recall that SQL updates have transactional semantics:

changes made by update U are not visible to the update condition before the

end of the update operation. However, if the update is nested within a for-

loop, U will in general be executed multiple times - once for each result tuple

returned by Q. Thus, the changes made by U will be visible in subsequent loop

iterations. Below, we give a sufficient criterion that ensures that the rewrite rule

in Figure 11.4 produces an equivalent program.

Lemma 11.8. Consider the update statement U defined as follows:
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update R set Ā = c̄ where φ;

Moreover, let Qφ denote the semi-join query returning the tuples of R that need to be

updated. If Qφ is independent of the update U, then the rule in Figure 11.4 preserves

equivalence.

Proof. Let P and P′ denote the programs on the lhs and rhs of the rule in Fig-

ure 11.4, respectively. Let r ∈ R be a tuple that is updated in P and let this occur

when iterating over tuple t from Q. Then r ∈ Qφ(t)(A′) where φ(t) is the condition

obtained by substituting the variable $t in φ with the values from t andA′ is the

state of the database at the beginning of that iteration of the loop. Since Qφ is

independent of U, Qφ(A′) = Qφ(U(A′)) = Qφ(A), where A is the initial database

before the start of P. But then this is equivalent to r ∈ Qφ′(A), where Qφ′ is the

semi-join query corresponding to the condition φ′ =
∨

t∈Q φ(t)$ on the rhs of the

rule in Figure 11.4. Thus, r is also updated in P′, and P and P′ are equivalent. �

We can extend the idea of unnesting updates in several ways. For instance,

we are interested in loops with update statements of the form

for($t in Q){update R set Ā = x̄ where φ;}

where Ā = x̄ is short for A1 = x1, . . . , Am = xm and xi is either a constant, an

attribute A j of R, or a reference of the form $t.B j. Some care is required when

rewriting such a for-loop with nested update into a single update statement,

since it is possible that the same field is set to two different values in two dif-

ferent loop iterations. Hence the final value of the field depends on the order

of reading the for-loop tuples, which is normally undesirable. We shall require
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that this never happens, that is, a field is always set to the same value or is left

unchanged.

Checking independence of queries from updates. The problem of statically

deciding whether a query is independent from an insertion or deletion update

has been studied in [28] and [40]. The proposed solution consists in checking

equivalence of two programs: one that computes the query answer before the

update, and one after the update. In our setting, we are also considering updates

specified with an SQL update statement. Since those can be simulated with

a pair of insert/delete, one can reduce the problem of deciding independence

from a general update statement to independence of insertion and deletions.

Note however that for the rule in Figure 11.4, we need to check independence

of the query corresponding to the where clause of an update statement from the

update itself. Thus deciding independence at the level of inserts and deletes

will be unnecessarily restrictive, as it will always return a negative answer. We

can use a simpler but more precise condition to check update independence,

namely: if no attribute appears both on the left-hand side of the set-clause and in

the where-clause of an update statement, then the update query is independent

of the update.

11.3 Rewriting database programs for bulk execution

We will consider database programs where both updates and user interaction

commands can be nested. Let P be the parse tree for a program, where P’s

nodes are sequences of for-loops, update statements and user interaction (UI)

commands. Algorithm 6 shows an algorithm that optimizes a program for bulk
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Algorithm 9: Optimize programs

Input: P: program
Output: P′: program equivalent to P that can be executed on all worlds or

FAIL.
foreach maximal subtree P0 of P with no UI operations do1

Let L:=unnest(P0);2

return ’FAIL’ if P0 cannot be unnested;3

Replace P0 by L in P;4

return ’FAIL’ if P is not observationally deterministic;5

Otherwise return P;6

execution on all worlds, or returns ’FAIL’ if no optimization is found. On success

the algorithm returns a program that satisfies the following two conditions:

1. All update operations are on the top-level or are nested within loops that

operate on certain query results only.

2. The program is observationally deterministic.

The algorithm considers all maximal rooted subtrees of the parse tree for P that

do not contain any UI operations. For those the algorithm applies the unnesting

techniques (presented in Section 11.2) to turn them into flat sequences of update

statements. Let P′ be the program that results from this step. If we can verify

that P′ is observationally deterministic, then P′ is the result of the optimization

procedure. Finally, we can state our main result:

Theorem 11.9. If Algorithm 6 returns program P′, P′ is equivalent to the input pro-

gram P, satisfies observational determinism, and all update operations are either on the

top level or are nested in for-loops that iterate over certain results.
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Part IV

The MayBMS system
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CHAPTER 12

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

MayBMS is a probabilistic database management system based on the results

presented in this thesis. It is developed in a collaborative effort between Cornell

and Oxford, and is available as open-source project at sourceforge at

http://maybms.sourceforge.net

MayBMS is implemented in C as an extension of the open-source DBMS

PostgreSQL [30]. It introduces modification to PostgreSQL in several different

parts:

• The parser is extended with uncertainty-aware constructs such as repair-

key, pick-tuples and the approximate aggregates such as conf and

tconf . See Section 12.2 for an explanation of the query language of

MayBMS.

• After the user query is parsed, MayBMS checks whether the query is

supported and if so the query is rewritten into a query on U-relational

databases as defined by rewritings of Chapter 5. The rewritten query is

passed further to the rule-rewriter, optimizer and executor of PostgreSQL.

• The approximate aggregates (described below) are registered as custom

aggregates in the system catalog, and implemented at the executor level.

For a discussion of PostgreSQL’s internals see e.g. [59] or Chapter 43 of [32].

In contrast to other probabilistic database management systems including

but not limited to Trio [15, 43, 63], MystiQ [16, 23] and PrDB [55, 57, 58],
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MayBMS is integrated directly inside the DBMS as opposed to being imple-

mented as a layer on top of that. This brings us several advantages which we

literally get for free. First, we can take full advantages of PostgreSQL’s opti-

mizer. This we owe to the fact that most of the query rewriting is implemented

immediately after the parsing step, and the rewriting itself essentially preserves

the complexity of the queries. At the same time it allows for implementing opti-

mization techniques directly in the optimizer and executor, like the customized

lower level operators for efficient confidence computation [39, 44, 46, 45, 47].

Moreover, users of the system can take advantage of the standard database con-

nectivity interfaces such as JDBC and write programs that use MayBMS as a

backend.

We next discuss the representation, and update and query language used by

MayBMS. More details about the system, together with a tutorial of how to use

it is available in the MayBMS Manual [31].

12.1 Representation

MayBMS uses U-relational databases as its representation system, which are

represented as relational tables in the storage layer. Currently, MayBMS

supports tuple-level U-relations. Let U be U-relation for attributes A and

ws-descriptor D = {D0, . . . ,Dn} where for a tuple t t.Di = (xi 7→ j) is

a mapping from a variable to a domain value. We store U as a table

U[tid, A, V0, D0, P0, . . . , Vn, Dn, Pn], where a triple Vi, Di, Pi is used to

store the i-th pair of the ws-descriptor of the respective tuple, together with

the probability of the variable-to-domain value mapping. While we inline the
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world table W in the U-relations, we nevertheless keep a copy of it on disk to en-

sure consistency among the probability values appearing in different places of

the U-relational database, as well as for quick lookups of a variable’s probability

distribution.

12.2 Query language

The query language of MayBMS is an extension of SQL with uncertainty

aware constructs. For syntax and semantics of the standard SQL see for ex-

ample [32]. We tag tables as t-certain, uncertain and tuple-independent and

use those properties to speed up evaluation. A t-certain table is a table with

no ws-descriptor columns. The t-certainty is a syntactic property guarantee-

ing that a relation is the same in all worlds. We extend the definition of t-

certainty to queries, and define a procedure that decides whether a query is

t-certain or not based on the idea of the c-indicators of Section 11.1. We next de-

scribe the new constructs introduced in MayBMS’s query language, including

repair-key , pick-tuples , the aggregates conf , aconf , esum and ecount ,

and possible .

repair-key.

The syntax of repair-key is the following:

repair key <attributes> in

(<t-certain-query> | <t-certain-relation>)

[weight by <expression>];
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This construct enforces a key constraint on the database by constructing the

set of possible repairs, where each repair becomes a possible world. The key

attributes are given in the <attributes> list, and one can specify a weight for

the newly created worlds using the weight by clause. Note that repair-key

is a query, rather than an update statement. One can of course save the result

of a repair key query using the create table construct. While the number of

possible repairs can in general be exponential, repair key is evaluated on U-

relational databases using a projection query, which produces a table of at most

twice the size of the input table.

pick-tuples.

The construct can be used in the following way:

pick tuples from

<t-certain-query> | <t-certain-relation>

[independently]

[with probability <expression>];

The pick tuples construct creates a tuple-independent table in the spirit

of [24], and assign probabilities to the tuples. This construct is a syntactic sugar

to the language, it can be expressed using repair key .

Aggregates.

MayBMS supports the following aggregate functions: conf, aconf,

tconf, esum, ecount . The conf aggregate computes the confidence of tu-

ples in the result of a query. This is the most inefficient operation in general,

as the problem is provably #P-complete [29, 25]. MayBMS also supports an ap-
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proximation version of the aggregate, aconf , which implements the Karb-Luby

fully polynomial-time randomized approximation scheme [38, 37, 22].

The aggregates esum and ecount compute expected sums and counts

across groups of tuples. While it may seem that these aggregates are at least as

hard as confidence computation (which is #P-hard), this is in fact not so. These

aggregates can be efficiently computed exploiting linearity of expectation.

Supported Queries

To guarantee efficiency of query evaluation, we exclude certain kinds of

queries whose evaluation is intractable on U-relational databases. We use a

static check to verify before execution whether a query is supported or not.

MayBMS supports full SQL on t-certain tables. In addition it supports a large

subset of SQL on t-uncertain tables, with even more features supported when

fragments of the uncertain query involve t-certain subqueries. The following

restrictions apply:

• Exact aggregates and duplicate elimination using distinct in a select

statement are supported as long as the from clause subqueries and the

subqueries in the where condition are t-certain.

• If a t-certain subquery Q in the where condition of a select statement con-

tains references to t-uncertain tables, then the containing query is sup-

ported if Q is not correlated with it.

• The set operations except and union with duplicate elimination are sup-

ported when both the left and the right argument are t-certain queries.

• repair-key and pick-tuples are supported on t-certain queries.
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12.3 Updates, concurrency control and recovery

MayBMS supports the usual schema modification and update statements of

SQL. As a consequence of our choice of a purely relational representation sys-

tem, these issues cause surprisingly little difficulty. U-relations are just rela-

tional tables and updates are just modifications of these tables that can be ex-

pressed using the standard SQL update operations. While the structure of the

rewritings could allow for optimizations in the concurrency and recovery man-

agers, those are currently left to the underlying DBMS. We review the main

update constructs below, and describe some restrictions to the allowed updates

for efficiency and cleanliness of design purposes.

An insertion of the form

insert into <uncertain-table> (<uncertain-query>);

is just the standard SQL insertion for tables we interpret as U-relations. Thus,

the table inserted into must have the right number (that is, a sufficient number)

of condition columns. Schema-modifying operations such as

create table <uncertain-table> as (<uncertain-query>);

are similarly straightforward. A deletion

delete from <uncertain-table>

where <condition>;

admits conditions that refer to the attributes of the current tuple and may use
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t-certain subqueries. One can also update an uncertain table with an update

statement

update <uncertain-table>

set <attribute> = <expr> [,...]

where <condition>;

where the set list does not modify the condition columns and the where con-

dition satisfies the same conditions as that of the delete statement. MayBMS

allows users to insert a constant tuple by specifying values for the data columns

in an insert statement:

insert into <uncertain-table> [<attribute_list>] <tuple>;

The requirement that users cannot modify the world-set descriptors and world

table directly are in sync with the underlying goal of making the representation

system transparent to the user.
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CHAPTER 13

APPLICATIONS

The implementation of MayBMS inside the open-source DBMS PostgreSQL

allows users to take full advantage of the multiple database connectivity in-

terfaces such as ODBC, JDBC, etc. provided by PostgreSQL, and to write ap-

plications in nearly every programming language that use MayBMS as a back-

end and connect to the database server through those interfaces. This is dif-

ferent from systems such as Trio [15, 43, 63] and MystiQ [16, 23] which are

implemented as a software layer on top of an existing DBMS and which re-

quire all interaction to the system to be accomplished only through the provided

command-line or graphical user interfaces.

We next describe a web-based application which uses MayBMS as backend.

The application is implemented in PHP and allows users to model and query

random graphs and social networks as probabilistic databases. Users can gen-

erate a random graph with certain parameters such as number of nodes and

edge probability, or load a social network with probability-weighted edges. Fig-

ure 13.1 shows a screenshot of the application.

Chapter 8 already introduced an example of querying a social network

stored in a probabilistic database. We consider graphs in which each edge is

assigned a probability for its existence, and where edges are independent of

each other. Recall that to model such a network as a probabilistic database we

store the edge relation as an uncertain table, where each edge is associated with

a boolean random variable with a given probability of being true. We use two

relations - edge and no edge containing the edges in the network and their com-

plement, respectively. An edge ei = (u, v) is associated with a boolean random
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Figure 13.1: Social networks application in MayBMS.

variable xi where the probability pi of xi = t corresponds to the probability that

the edge exists. For ei the edge relation will contain a tuple (u, v, (xi 7→ t, pi)),

and the relation no edge - a tuple (u, v, (xi 7→ f ,1 − pi)). For simplicity in this

application we assume that edges are independent of each other, but in general

MayBMS poses no restrictions on the existence of correlations between them.

The applications allows users to load the social network data, and compute

the probability of different patterns in the network. Some of the currently sup-

ported queries are:

• probability for the existence of a triangle (or a four-clique)

• pairs of nodes within four degrees of separation

• nodes with 7at least three neighbors with probability higher than 80%
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select e1.u,e2.v, aconf(0.05, 0.05) as aconf
from edge e1, edge e2, edge e3, edge e4, no_edge ne
where e1.u = e3.u and e2.v = e4.v and e1.v = e2.u and

e3.v = e4.u and e1.v < e3.v and e1.u = ne.u and
e2.v = ne.v and e1.u <> e2.v

group by e1.u,e2.v;

Figure 13.2: Computing pairs of nodes which are not directly connected
but share at least two neighbors in MayBMS.

• nodes which are not directly connected but share at least two neighbors

The last query from above computing pairs of nodes which are not directly

connected but share at least two neighbors can be expressed in MayBMS with

the query in Fig 13.2. The query uses the approximate confidence computation

algorithm with parameters 0.05, 0.05, denoting that the computed probability is

within 0.05 of the real probability with high likelihood (above 0.95).

In addition to loading social networks from a file, the user can generate a

random graph by specifying properties such as number of nodes, and probabil-

ity of edges (either fixed or random).
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Part V

Epilog
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CHAPTER 14

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation presented different aspects of managing uncertain infor-

mation, including representation system, query language and evaluation, confi-

dence computation and designing APIs for probabilistic databases. U-relational

databases, the model behind MayBMS are a simple representation system for

uncertain data. They are more succinct than other existing representation sys-

tems and at the same time allow positive relational algebra queries to be evalu-

ated purely relationally on U-relations, a property not shared by any other pre-

vious succinct representation system. Also, U-relations are a simple formalism

which poses a small burden on implementors.

In terms of future work, several main directions can be identified, among

which improved confidence computation algorithms for special cases of data

and queries, and cost-based optimization of queries on partitioned data. Algo-

rithms for confidence computation, a problem with known hard complexity, can

benefit from additional knowledge about the data and queries, such as indepen-

dence, dependencies etc. Moreover, a probabilistic database management sys-

tem should be able to decide which algorithm to use at run time based on static

analysis and statistics about the data. A cost-based model can be built also for

evaluating queries on data that is partitioned, which will allow to leverage late

materialization techniques to speed up execution.
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